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Abstract
Today. the pandemic of H[V/AIOS has become a serious challenge especially in developing and
underdeveloped nations. For this reason, all nations. different health institutions and non-
governmental organizations are investing their wealth to increase public awareness on the
seriousness of this pandemic disease. Media institutions also play an unparalleled role in
controlling HIV/AIDS through educating the society.
H[V/A[OS is a great threat both to South Africa and Eritrea as they are part of the Sahale Sahara
of Afr ica. That area is highly affec ted and infected by the pandemic. It is certai n that media have
been used to disseminate information in the society about H[V/AIDS in both countries. This study
attempts to identify the nature of communication strategies that are employed aga inst H[V/AIOS
by Radio Ukhozi FM in South Africa and Radio Dimitsi-Hafa sh Programme Tigringa in
Eritrea. The study attempts to identify the communi cation formats that both radio stations utilize to
increase public awareness about HIV/AIOS. It also examines whether both stations are using
Entertainment-Educational communicatio n strategies to disseminate H[VIA[OS messages.
Furthermore, the study assesses target audience participation; both stations assess ment of their
programme and scheduling of H[V/AIDS awareness messages. Finally, it attempts to single out the





It is certain that communication is extre mely important for all hum an beings. It enables them
to update their knowledge abo ut events unfo lding around the world. With the proli feration of
modem communication techn ologies, mass communication is becoming a more integra l part
of our life than eve r before . It goes without say ing that mankind has reached the period in
which it is vir tually impossible to live without the information we get thro ugh media outlets.
In this spirit, radio is more eas ily accessed and used mass media than other media outlets
owing to its easy availability, portability and affo rdability. It is also a medium throu gh which
broadcasters and audi ences share educa tional and cultural information and entertainment. One
of the burning issues which radio is used to disseminate info rma tion about is the pand emic
I-1IVIAIDS .
Scholars are mak ing tremendous efforts to devise effective communicat ion strategies that
could contribute toward s the promotion of a healthier life with a full und erstanding of
I-1I V/AIDS among indi vidu als in society. Such strategies should, however, be based on a
sound theory that is flexibl e enough for application in differen t regional and cultura l co ntex ts
(Airhihenbuwa and Obegonm, 2000). Ta king this into co nsideration, health institutions and
other organizations are linking themselves with med ia institutions to disseminate educa tional
programmes about I-1I V/AI DS to the wider society. Med ia ow ners are also expected not only
to give ample time for such pro grammes but also to des ign a we ll-foc usse d communication
stra tegy to achieve the intend ed result. "S trategies are the prac tica l expression o f goa ls and
objectives and involve the step to be take n to ach ieve the des ired res ults" (Parker, Dalrymple
& Durd en, 1998: 8).
Curre ntly, co mmunicat ion scholars like Sinhgal and Rogers (1999) and Co leman (1999) give
due emphasis to the use of Enterta inment-Ed uca tion (EE) as an efficient and effective
communication strategy for social change to achieve sustainable developm ent and a better life
in soc ieties . To this effec t, if EE co mmunication strategies are impl emented in a sys tema tic
manner, designed along with theory-based messages, forma tive resea rch and other necessary
elements, it can be a powerful influencing device to change audiences' knowledge, attitu de
and behaviour with regard to educationa l issues (Singhal, 1999). In other words, "EE
(Edutainment) is a strategic process to design and implement a communication form with
both entertainment and educa tion elements to enhance and facilitate social change" (Coleman,
1999:76).
To brin g about social and behavioural changes among peop le toward the HIV/AIDS
pand emic, there needs to be effective, integrated communication with other commitment of
the whol e society. In this context, the study deals with two-radio stations, Radio Ukhozi FM
(fly-high) in KwaZulu- Natal , South Africa, and Radio Dimtsi-Hafash (Vo ice of the Masses)
in Eritrea. The major objectives are:
• To investigate the nature of communica tion, specifically, whether it can be classified
as "e dutainment";
• To explore the problems which these two radios face In the implementation of
'edutainment' ;
• To assess whethe r target audiences (as members of the soc iety) get access to
participate in produ cing the messages to comba t HIV/AID S via these radios;
• To identify how the producers frame and produce the messages used about
HIV/AID S.
To achieve these objectives, the research was approached first with a brief overview of the
HIV/AID S status in South Africa and Eritrea . Secon dly, communication with its functions
and distinctive features, and radios as mass communication was discussed . Thirdly, a brief
acco unt of radio Ukhozi FM in South Africa and radio Dimtsi Hafash in Eritrea was
provided . Fourthly, the methodology used in collecting data and the discussion of the case
studies of both radio stations was presented. Finally, the conc lusion reitera ted the findings
derived from both case studies.
Further, it would be important to assess the impact of the messages transmitted to target
audiences of the two radio stations. However, owing to the amount of work that is requi red,
this e lement is not included.
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1.2. HIV/AIDS Status Worldwide
The sweeping spread of HIVIAIDS in the wo rld is becoming cr itica l and a serious wo rldwide
co nce rn. The primary vic tims of th is epidemic fall in the Sub-Sa haran Africa n co untries in
which South Africa and Eritrea are located . Numerica lly , 29.4 million out of the 42 million
peopl e living with HIVIAIDS in the world are live in this reg ion (W HO and UNA IDS , 2002).
Hence forth, the researcher is going to present HIV/AIDS co ndition in both South Africa and
Eritrea.
1.2.1. An overview of HIV/AIDS Status in South Africa
Th e first two cases of AIDS were identified in So uth Africa in 1982 (W hites ide & Sunter,
2000:47). It is es timated that about 4 .74 milli on peopl e between the ages of 15-49 are HIV
infected in South A frica. Amon g these, abo ut 2.62 million are wome n and about 2.09 million
are men (Depa rtme nt of Health, 2001). KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) has the highest profile of
HIV/AIDS infection in South Africa wi th 32 .5% of infected peopl e (Whites ide & Sunter,
2000:7 1).
According to the Nel son Mandelal HSRC study of HIVIA IDS (20 02), there are several factors
whi ch cause and hasten HIV infection in South Africa. Some of these factors are the low
soc ial status of wom en and their dependence on men ; pover ty; male and fema le circumc ision
which is pra cticed amo ng various cu ltura l groups; indigen ou s healin g practices; unsafe sex ;
stigma; deni al and discriminati on ; lack of awareness of HIV/AI DS tran smi ssion ; pervasive
sex ual harassm ent and rap e. Moreover , the superstitious belief held by some people that
having sexua l interc ourse with children helps prevent HIVIAIDS can be added to the lists
mentioned above. Actually, these factors have subjected wom en in particular, to HIV
infection as well as to oth er sex ually tran smitted diseases (STDs) (Parke r, Dalrymple and
Durden , 1998). Arguably, the phenom enon see ms the same throu gh out the co untry including
KwaZulu-Natal , where the radi o station under ana lysis is situated.
It is ce rta in that to address the issue of HIVIAIDS effective ly and to increase public
awareness, a coordina ted, integrated effort is needed fro m all governme nt sectors, NG Os,
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health and media institutions in the co untry, with a closer link to intern ational organizations.
Unlike other countries in Africa, South Africa has a highly developed communication
infrastructure. Despite this fact , as a whole " HIY/AIDS campaigns in South Africa have
placed a strong emphas is on sex ual risk and on youth, with less emphas is on aspec ts of sex ual
behaviors such as abstinence. Yery litt le atte ntion has been pai d to non-sexual aspects of HIY
response, such as care provision and stigma reduction or soci al mobili zati on" (Ne lson
Mande la/HSRC, 2002). In this case, it is highly important to exploit the popular mass media
institutions as they have an unparalleled contribution in educa ting the pub lic and increasing
their awareness of HIY/A IDS. Despite the limitations and deficiencies listed above, some of
the programmes produced by developm ental age ncies and non-governmental organizations
such as Soul City and LoveLife, have played significant roles in enhancing people ' s
percepti on of HIY/AIDS in South Africa (So ul City, 200 I). What the communication
strateg ies of the above organiza tions make more effective is the way they incorp orate both
entertai nment and education in an interesting and effective way. As a conseq uence, the publi c
awareness on HIY/AIDS is increasing greatly in South Africa (So ul City, 200 I).
1.2.2. An overview of HIV/AIDS status in Eritrea
Eritrea, a co untry of 3.5 million people, is found in Saha le-Sahara where the spread of HIY/
AIDS is very high. The ex isting prevalence of HIY infection in the genera l popul ation is
around 3%. According to the data found from the Ministry of Health - (MO l-I) - (2002),
HIY/AIDS cases have been increasing since 1988. In 200 1 the sprea d of HIY/A IDS rose from
8 cases in 1988 to ove r 13,500 cases and curre ntly, the tota l number of infec ted people is
15,69 8. Eighty-seve n percent (87%) of these cases we re between the ages of 15-49 years. The
peak age for males is between 25-34 and for females is between 20-29 years. Furth er , It is
es tima ted that approxima te ly 60,000-70 ,000 Eritreans are curre ntly infected with HIY, which
co uld increa se significa ntly in the coming few years (MO H, 2002:20).
In Eritrea, although in most instances HIY infection is transmitted by heterosexual sex , it is
also spread from mother to child, thro ugh tradit ional skin piercing and cutting instruments,
such as razors, scisso rs and kni ves (MO H, 2002). Further, the border conflict with Ethiop ia,
mobilization of yo uth into national services and the low literacy levels of the soc iety are also
crea ting co nducive co nditions for the rapid spread of HIY infection. There is also a fear that
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in the future, dem obili sing soldiers may bring high rates of infec tio n to the family and the
community (MO H, 2002 ).
Toda y, it is ev ident that in many develop ing co untries of Africa, Asia and Latin America,
women are highly exposed to HIV infection owi ng to social norms and eco nomic factors.
Since Eritrea is a developing nat ion, there is much concern of HIV spread ing among females.
This is demonstrated by the followin g quote:
Soc ial and cultural norm s put girls and young women at greater risk to HIV infection
than boys and men, as they lack control ove r eco nomic resources and retain lower
soc ial and educa tional status . Fear of physical violence limit s their co ntrol ove r sex ual
enco unters. The threat of rape, domestic viole nce, and occasional aba ndonme nt crea te
di fficulties for women tryin g to initiate or sustain discussions on safe sex and condom
use. In addition, many wo men, who are in monogam ous relationships, do not suspec t
that they are at risk of infection and thus do not take the necessary precautions (UN-
OCHA, 2002).
Similarly, campaigns carried out by the Info rmation, Educa tion and Communication
Department (lEC) in the Ministry of Health , indicate that many peopl e, especially those in the
rural areas (75% of the popul ation) do not have a correct understanding of transmi ssion, the
differences betw een HIV and A IDS, and other fac ts of m Y/AIDS (G ruber, 2001).
Stigmati sation of HIV infected peopl e is also one of the reasons for the spread of HIV/AIDS.
As one can see from the above brief account, the status of HIV/AIDS in both countries see ms
alarmingly on the rise. Amo ng the genera l population , about 4.74 mill ion out of 45 milli on in
South Africa and about 70,000 out of 3.5million in Eritrea are HIV/AID S infected . Majority
of these HIV/AIDS infected peopl e are young men and women between the age of 15 and 49 .
As matter of fact these form the productive part of the soc iety in both co untries. Further, these
figures and age group s indicat e the urgent need of an effective communication interventi on to
prevent the high spread of HIV/AIDS.
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Section II
It is a matter of fact that communication has a long history, though mass communication
through electronic media are recent phenomena in the world. One of the major issues this
paper deals with is communication in forms of EE. In this section of the paper, the researcher
provides a brief definition of communication and mass communication along with its
distinctive features and functions. Attempts are also made to discuss radio as a mass
communication medium and to offer some criticism of it.
2.1. What is Communication?
There is no single definition to the word communication as there are many different
approaches to the subject. Hence, the definition of ' communication ' differs according to
perspectives provided by different theorists . For example, in the scientific study of
communication there are two different perspectives with regard to communication: technical
view and meaning-centred view (Steinberg, 1995). According to the technical view,
communication refers to the sending and receiving of messages or the transmission of
information from one person to another (Steinberg, 1995 and Du Plooy, 1997: 12). On the
other hand, the meaning-centred view perceives communication as a dynamic process of
exchanging meaningful messages among communicators (Steinberg, 1995: 13).
Mass communication, specifically, can be seen as a "process of delivering information, ideas
and attitudes to a sizable and diversified audience through a medium developed for that
purpose" (Ault & Emery 1988 cited in Du plooy, 1997: 127). Mass communication is different
from other types of communication patterns because it provides little or no opportunity to
!,
interact directly (face-to-face) with feedback to the communicators. This is also considered as
one disadvantage of the mass communication. Further, although the effects and functions of
mass communication can be different, according to the functionalist point view (Lasswell,
1948:220-230; Wright, 1960: 610-613) and Steinberg, 1995:186-187) it provides five







Surveillance function: as the source of information and news;
Co rrelation function: media presents the information to their audiences after the
process of selecting, interpreting, and criticising contents;
Cultura l transmi ssion function: the role of the media as vehic les of be liefs , rules,
values, and norm s of the soc iety ;
Enterta inment function : the role of the media In presenting messages, which
provide escapism and relations;
Mobilizati on function: the media funct ion of prom otin g soc iety's interest
espec ially in times of cri sis.
2.2. Distinctive features of mass communication
Mass communica tion has basic dis tinctive characteristics. Unlike interpersonal
communication, it is very a complex form of interaction. It is "the ins titutiona lised produ ction
and gene ralized diffusion of symbolic goods via the fixation and tra nsmission of information
or symbo lic content" (Thompso n, 1995 : 26). Unlike the other type of com munication, it is
highly mediated communica tion that involves the use of a complex techn ology such as
electronic and print media to multiply messages and transmit them to large numbers of
recipi ents simultaneo usly (Ste inberg, 1995). The adva ntages of modes of mass
co mmunica tion are that the sender can communicate with multitudes of receivers at the same
time ove r long distances, which is abse nt in interp ersonal communication (Crisell, 1986).
On the other hand , in mass communicat ion, the context under whic h mes sage s are produced
and transmitted is different from the context of reception. This imp lies receivers of the
message that include a large and diversified audience are not persona lly familiar to eac h other,
or eve n to the communicators. Unlike interpersonal communication, in mas s co mmunication
there is no face- to-face interaction. Immed iate feedback is limited to the use of telephone,
email or letters. In spite of this fac t, mass communication has a significant contr ibution to
educ ating and informing soc iety about various aspects of life. If mass com munica tion is
exploite d properly, it may be highly potent to bring posi tive soc ial, politi cal, eco nomic or
cultural changes in a soc iety. At this poi nt, radio as mass communication medium, plays a
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great ro le in tran smitting messages to large aud iences espec ially III develop ing and
und erdeveloped coun tries.
2.3. Radio as a mass communication medium
Radio has an ostens ible interpersonal directness, which is pr iva te and intimate. The
twenti eth century heralded the era of electronic media, and rad io is very much a
child of this century. Indeed, it is virtua lly impossibl e to imagine our world
witho ut the companio nship of thi s flex ible medium (Teer-Tomaselli & de Villiers,
1998:147).
Radio is a blind med ium in which its audiences listen to the noises and silence of the
messages only (Crise ll, 1986). Radio works throu gh stimula ting the imagin ation as the
listener attempts to visualise wha t he or she hears and to create the owner of the voice in the
mind ' s eyes (Teer-To maselli & de Vill iers, 1998). In this sense, fict ional imagination must be
established very we ll by creating contex ts of the messages in orde r to assist the listeners in
understanding the message well. The reliance on transmitted information makes audiences
conce ntrate on the symbo lic words of mouth and contex tua lise meani ngs.
Radio offers several adva ntages over the "big" media of television and film, espec ially in
developing countries (Schramm, 1977). Since it is a flexible and easi ly transportable medium,
radio gives more freedom to listeners to perform other activities while they are listening
(Crise ll, 1986). Compare d to other types of mass media, rad io is an intima te means of
communicat ion because listeners can listen to messages very easily without investing great
effort. As a mass medium , it is also very powerful in generating discussions amo ng citize ns as
we ll as between citizens and decision-makers, such as politicians, administra tors and other
influenti al individu als in a soc iety . Unlike the other mass media programming, rad io
programming can be produ ced cheap ly, quickly, and messages can be tailored to spec ific local
needs (Population Reports, 1986 cited in Rogers and Singhal, 1999:122).
Despite the significa nt roles of radio, there are some cr iticisms associated with it. Messages
through radio are temporary as they are transmitted at specific times in a specific programme.
Hence, altho ugh they are capab le of being repeated, accessing the info rma tion repea tedly at
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any time , like print media, may not be possible unless they are recorded on tapes. Similarly, if
the messages are not interesting, audiences can tum the radio off to avoi d listening. Teer-
Toma selli & de Villi ers (1998: 152) identi fy some disadvantages of radio as the following:
Radio is tran sient. A disad vantage of radio is that it leaves no trace. 1f one misses a
parti cular programme, there is no way of retrieving it, unless one has a radio with a
tape recorder and has switched this on to record spec ific programmes. For this
reason , news bulletins are scheduled at regular intervals , while parti cularly popular
programmes may have two or more airings at different time s during the week to
reach as many listeners possible.
As explained earli er in this chapter, radio is one of the old communication channels
commonly used as a vehicle for surve illance, cultura l transmission, and entertainment,
correlation and mobilisation functi ons. It was also observed that radio has some
disadvantages. Notwithstanding the disadvantages, radio can be considered as an
effective tool in bringing beha vioural changes among members of a soc iety by raising
their awareness of issues, which directly impinge on their life, such as HIV/AIDS. As
appli ed to the function of the E-E communication strategy, radio is potent and could play
a significant role in informing, educating and entertaining, hereby mobili sing audi enc es
towards the desired outcome. Rogers and Singhal (1999 :150) elaborate on the
significance and application of radio in educating people through entertainment:
Radio uniquely reaches low-income and less educated people, who have the
highest fertility , the greatest risk of AIDS, and, more generally, whose lives are
plagued by social probl ems that entertainment-education can allev iate. Radio is not
as glamorous as television, and it appeal s only to one's sense of hearing. But it is
more portable than television (for instance, it can be carried to agricultural fields)
and one can listen to radio while doing something else. Unlike television , which
depend s on the availabili ty of central-station electricity, radio can be battery
operated .
Communicators and educators have been exploiting radio to disseminate EE message s for
encouraging positive individual as well as soc ietal behavioural changes. Besides, EE radio is
a powerful form of communication that moti vates while entertaining, creates bonds among
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community members, and sets a soc ietal age nda, while telling a story peo ple wa nt to hear (De
Fossard, 1996). Th is also engages listeners ' emotions thro ugh informing them new ideas and
beha viours that can improve their lives at individu al and community levels.
Although it is diffi cult to speci fically define communica tio n, In a genera l sense
communication can be stated as tran smi ssion of inform ation from one person to another to
exc hanging messages amo ng comm unicators (Steinberg, 1995 and du Plooy, 1997).
Altema tive ly, mass communica tion is a process of providing information, ideas and attitudes
from sources such as radio to diversified audiences. It is different from other types of
co mmunication in the sense that there is no face -to-face inte rac tion between sender and
receiver of the messages. Toda y, radio is one of the mass communica tions that is used to
disseminate information and educa tion to audiences in any part of the world. Radi o is cheaply
priced, portable and easy ava ilable. Radio is thus conside red the best and highly used mass
media, when compared to other mass media such as television .
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Section III
In doing research, one of the most important points which scholars give due emphasis, is the
use of conceptual and theoretical frameworks. This is because they guide the research to a
better focus . Today, in communication that is targeted for social change, there are several
communication theories, which have been used by many communication scholars. This study
is based on two conceptual and theoretical frameworks: Entertainment-Education, commonly
called EE, and the participatory communication approach. These frameworks are used to
examine Ukhozi FM and Dimitsi-Hafash's communication strategy to convey the facts about
prevention of HIY/AIDS. In the following few pages, the researcher presents the arguments
on Entertainment-Education and participatory communication strategies.
3.1. Entertainment-Educational as a communication strategy
In the past, there was a belief that mass media programmes should be either entertaining or
educational (Fischer & Melnik, 1979; Singhal & Rogers, 1989a and Singhal & Rogers 1999).
With the advent of EE communication strategy, controversies revolve around the
dichotomous nature of EE posing the problem that one may not impart knowledge while
entertaining. Impossible or impractical though it may seem, the application of EE in
educational settings is more effective when used in combination with rather than without
entertainment. This dissemination of educational information through entertainment is known
as Entertainment-Education, enter-educate, edutainment, or infotainment (Singhal & Rogers,
1999: 9).
The prominent scholars Singhal & Rogers (1999: 9) define EE as "the process of purposely
designing and implementing a media message both to entertain and educate, in order to
increase audience members' knowledge about an educational issue, create favourable
attitudes, and change overt behaviour" . The core emphasis of EE is to integrate both
educational as well as emotional aspects of humankind to promote positive behaviour in
society so as to contribute toward direct social change to achieve development (Singhal &
Rogers, 1999:9). This is because of the strong belief that messages disseminated via EE can
influence audience awareness, attitudes and behaviours toward socially desirable ends as well
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as create the necessary conditions for social change in extemal environment at the group or
system level (Singhal & Rogers , 1999 and Wai sbord , 2001).
EE communication strategy grew out of recogniti on of two und esirabl e trends in the
contemporary mass media programming. The se trends are entertainment-degradation and
boredom-educational programming (Singhal & Rogers, 1999). As man y scholars, like
Rosengren (1994); Singhal & Rogers (1999) and Jones ( 1999) explain plainly, in
entertainment-degradation the media portrays extens ive sex and violence rela ted
entertainment that in tum has negative effects on social behaviour in a society, principally
among children and adol escents. In this type of entertainment the main emphas is is on how to
make the entertainment attra cti ve. In this way pro-social values are degraded to achi eve
higher audi enc e ratin g and great profits. The harmful and anti social effect of entertainment in
the media is not given much con sideration. Similarly, in boredom-edu cational programming,
the educators present the education system in non-engaging styles (Singhal & Rogers, 1999) .
Thi s means students and societies are provided with lots of inform ation without creating some
amusement to relax the mind . At this junction E-E has therefore been created to ove rcome and
heal the limitations of entertainment-degradation and boredom-education programmes so that
programming may be socially responsible and commercially profitable (Singhal & Rogers ,
1999). In other words, E-E is a blend of enterta inment and education aim ed at achie ving
positive social change.
Although EE is a new concept in this contemporary world, it is currently becoming a popular
communication strategy for disseminatin g messages that are meant to brin g behavioural
changes within the soc iety (Singhal & Rogers, 1999 and Bosch & Oga da, 2000). People use
EE to "teach the basic social skills and cultura l values" (Co leman, 1999). To achi eve the
desired objectives, EE employ popular media , such as television , radio, print and small media
like billboards, books, posters with different media genres ; such as series and serial dramas,
soap operas, talk shows and others. These popular med ia and media formats help to tran smit
the desired message to the target audi ences in an informat ive and entertaining way, as they
can reach, engage and attract target audi ence more eas ily. In fact , this wid ely usable format
mak es EE potentially a pow erful strategy for effective communication to tackle social
problem s and promote pro- soci al activities (S ingha l & Rogers, 1999).
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Communication scholars are designin g EE interventi ons aro und the wor ld for very spec ific
local audiences. Others work broadly at a national level, or may go beyond a national level to
inc lude a broader cultural space in order to enrich people with inform ation and knowledge
(Signal & Rogers, 1999) . For instance, the "Soul City" EE campaign reaches large parts of its
target audience in South Africa and other counties of Southern Africa, such as Zimbabwe,
Malaw i, Namibia and othe rs to address HIV/AID S, women abuse, violence and other soc ial
issues (So ul City, 200 I).
Furthermore, EE utili zes the popular cultures that are "highly involvin g, emotionally
engaging, continually involving, and inherentl y parti cipatory" (Servaes & Thomas,
1999:3 42) . They also explain that EE is participatory in a sense that there is popul ar audience
part icipation at least during the message design phase and fan mai l is sent to the broa dcast
station. In other words, so long as EE exploits the pop ular cultures appropriately and properly,
it can have significa nt contribution to ave rting harm ful soc ial practices such as violence,
superstition, fema le circumc ision and dowry, dictatorial reg imes and so on. EE can also be a
means to solve and address soc ial problem s such as "ethnic co nflicts, environmental
ca tas trophes, infectious diseases, hun ger and famine, and unsupported popul ation grow th"
(Singha l & Rogers, 1999 :8).
Singha l & Rogers ( 1999:207 -2 15) further identi fy SIX major factors that determine the






Audience characteristics, which include norms, values, and degrees of interpersonal
interconnectedn ess and selective interpretation of the messages among target
audiences . In other words, programmes transmitted thro ugh vernac ular or
conversational language have tremend ous effect co mpared to fore ign languages.
The presence of ce lebrities and champions, adeq uate funds or cooperation with
var ious organizations and professionals to ass ist the var ious activities in the proj ect.
Presence of accessible and appro pr iate media environment that disseminate
programmes to an intended audience.
Adequate research abo ut the programme and the project.
Appro priate time and program ming schedules for disseminating the enterta inment-
educa tion messages.
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• Ava ilability of adequate infrastruct ure such as teleph one line, electricity,
transportation, opinion gathering desk and other faci lities that can make the
enterta inment-education programme more effec tive
3.1.1. The role of research in Entertainment-Education programmes
In media study, the use of research is cruc ial to extend and broaden the media operations so as
to meet educational and entertainment demands . In other words, the use of formative and
summative evaluation researches are very essential in designin g an effective EE
communication interventi on . According to Singhal and Rogers (1999: 198), "Formative
evaluation is conducted while an act ivity, process, or sys tem is being developed or is on going
to improve the effectiveness as well as to form the communication messages". They further
argue that formative eva luation research contributes to designing effective EE messages.
Tufte (2002:40) also notes that formative research about different subjec ts or abo ut spec ific
target audiences can sharpen the design of EE because such research "serves to make
messages reso nate with everyday life, norms, belief systems and competences of the
audie nces and to make the narrative really entertaining and educational". By and large,
form ative research is a guide line to define the scope of the problem , gather data on possible
interventi on strateg ies, and learn about the intended audience (Va lente, 200 I). It highlights
possible factors that might limit programme implementation. It is also helpful to "evaluate
effectiveness of possible communication channels and to learn about audience beliefs,
motivations, and percepti ons" (Va lente, 200 1:I07). All these activities at the early stage of the
interventi on help improve the effectiveness of EE.
On the other hand , summative eva luatio n research in EE is helpful to identi fy whether an
interve ntion has been re leva nt, effective and appropriate to bring the des ired changes at
individu al, community or soc ietal levels by measuring the impact of programmes . Further, as
Singhal & Rogers (200 2: 130-1 31), argue, summa tive research:
• Help s to assess audi ence degree of expos ure and the behaviour change achieve d afte r
the dissemin ation of EE interventi on. This in tum help s the programmers to identify
whether the des ired changes are achieved or not.
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• Helps to und erstand how often EE interventi on programmes promote interpersonal
communication amo ng audi ence members such as spouses, children, relatives and
friend s.
• Provides an opportunity to trace the direct and indirec t effects of listen ing EE radio,
television and other media programmes.
• Help s us to under stand the EE effects broadly at indi vidu al , group and social level
changes .
In con clusion, it is believed that more scholastic research co ntributes to understand how, why
and when EE pro grammes are more or less effec tive (Singha l & Rogers, 1999). It also
minimizes the possible effects of anti-social messages that could be disseminated
unintentionally within the EE programmes.
3.2. Participatory Communication
Arguably, the need for part icipatory co mmunica tion arose out of the desire to fill the gap left
by the top-down and authority-driven nature of communica tion, which does not enco urage
critical thinking and participation (Freire, 1972). Parti cipatory communication is the currently
preferred academi c paradigm in which developm ent is planned in conjunction with those
co mmunities who are supposed to be beneficiaries at grassroots level (Tomaselli, 2002). This
mod el is based fundamentally on interactive, participatory, bottom-lip, and two-way
horizontal type of communication, at all levels of soc iety to enable them to be their own
age nts (Me lkote, 1991 and Servaes, 1999) . According to this parad igm , if the needed soc ial
changes are to be imminent , the target community should be the primary parti cipant in the
project or campaign meant for them. Moreover, it emphas ises the " importance of cultural
identi ty of soc ial co mmunities, democrat isation and participa tion of targe t audience at all
levels: the international, national , local and individu al" (Se rvaes & Thomas, 1999: 88). The se
types of participation also impl y that the communication planners can have benefit from the
nati ve people ' s wisdom to co me up wi th the best ideas, whic h help them solve soc ial
problem s such as HIV/AIDS and impl ement developm ental projects or tasks at hand.
From a Freirean perspecti ve, education and communication have to be part icipative and
receiver-centred rath er than top-d own in order to help people understand their enviro nment
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(Melkote, 1991) . Thi s implies that communica tion for soc ial change should incorporate
dialogical approaches in which active grass roo ts participation of the target audi enc e will be
the central prin cipl e. This in turn highli ghts the importance of 'social contex t' in which
"community-based forms of communication such as songs, theatres, radios, videos, and other
activities that require group interventi on will be promoted" (Waisbord, 200 1:7). By and large,
Servaes (1999) also argues that the value of such participatory medi a is not onl y in being a
device of tran smission but also a mean of comm unication for exc hange of views by involving
community members in the pro cess of communication.
There are two different approaches revolving aro und parti cipatory communication theory.
These are the dialogical peda gogy of Paulo Freire and the idea of access, parti cipation and
self-manage ment expressed in the UNESCO debates in the 1970s. These are as follo ws.
• Dialogical pedagogy of Freire insists that subj ugated people must be treated as fully
human subjects in any political process. This impli es dial ogical co mmunication with
respect to the other peopl e with equal access of parti cipation to solve the problem,
which affect s each individu al. Thi s not ion of dialogical communica tion is
participatory communication.
• Access refers to the use of media for public service In terms of the opportunities
available to the public to choose varied and relevant programs to have a mean s of
feedback to tran smit its reaction and demand to the produ cti on organiza tion.
• Parti cipation implies a high er level of public invo lvement in communication systems.
It includes the involvement of the publ ic in the process and also in the man agement
and planning of communication systems .
• Self-manage ment is the most advanced form of participation . In this case, the public
exe rcises power of decision-making within com munica tion enterp rises and is also
fully involved in the formulation of communication po licies and plans. (Berrigan,
1977,1979; Lewis, 1993 and Husband , 1994 cited in Servaes, 1999:84- 85)
The challenge for HIV/AIDS is to develop a social movement that involves whole
communities and as many sec tors of the soc iety as possible (Parker, Dalrymple & Durd en ,
1998). In oth er words, no spread of HIV/AIDS can be controlled unless beha viour change
occurs among the target gro ups . In this case, the adva ntage of participatory co mmunication is
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apparent in fighting HIV/AIDS as it focuses on active social participation within the target
society to achieve social goal (Servaes & Thomas, 1999). This mean s that the participatory
communication model allows recipients to participate in the discussion about the beha viours,
modes of transmission and prevention of HIV. This could also enabl e them to have mutual
understandings about the disease. In addition to this, parti cipatory communication approaches
also allow representatives of the target audience to shape messages in a way that is relevant to
the way that they conceptualise ideas applicable to the context within which they live (Parker,
Dalrymple & Durden, 1998). It can also help the communication plann er to devise effective
communication strategies that can solve the probl em from the target audience perspective.
This enables polic y makers to identify the exact needs from the target audience via this
method.
In the contemporary world, EE communication strategies and participatory communication
are recent phenomena. EE is a communicati on strategy which has been used to address
messages across target communities to brin g behaviour changes in order to achieve the
intended results. EE messages are disseminated throu gh different media such as television,
radio , other electronic media and print media to teach target communities. Unlike other
entertainment, in EE, message s are developed through extensive research in order to identify
and address the needed social issue as much as possible. In fact, this extensive research done
to produce the mes sage, makes EE distinctive from other entertainment format s. However,
participatory communication is the currently preferred paradigm which allows society to
participate in things that concern them, such as developm ent issues and other social activities.
Further, as Melkote (1991) and Servaes (1999) put it, this model is an interactive,
participatory, bottom-up, and two-way horizontal type of communication, at all level s of
society to enable the target society to be their own agents.
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Section IV
It is quite true that the history of radi o broadcasting in South Africa and Eritrea is different as
their geographica l and historical backgroun d is different. Radio broadcasting began much
earlier in South Africa than in Eritrea. But, one of the main emphases of this research is to
assess how far these radios are used to tackle HIV/AID S by employ ing EE communication
strateg ies . In thi s matter , the research er wi ll prov ide a brief ove rview of radio Ukhozi FM
and Dimitsi-Hafash so that the reader can have a genera l picture of both radio statio ns.
4.1. UkhoziFM in South Africa
In South Africa, radi o broadcastin g has a long history. Rosenthall (19 74) traces the
establishment of the radio station back to 1923, when the governme nt ca lled for licence
applications for carrying out offic ial broadca sting in South A frica (cited in Tee r-Tomase lli &
De villiers, 1998: 153). Rosenthall furthe r mentions that in August 1936, the South African
Broad castin g Corporation (SA BC) began to operate. "At the beginning of 1996, the SABC
broadcast 22 regional and national radio services in different languages. Eleven of these
were .. .meant to offer a full range of programming genres : info rma tion-news, actuality, sports
programs, discu ssion shows; entertainment-music, requ est programs, quizzes, novel readin g
and drama- and educa tion-both formal and non-formal" (Tee r-To maselli & Tomaselli, 200 I :
126-127). Ukhozi FM, which broadcasts in isiZulu language, is one of the SABC owned
public broadcastin g radi o stations .
Radio is an important and wide ly used medium as a main source of information in South
Africa because it is eas ily accessible in comparison to print and television media. Many
peopl e in South African are illiterate and are more depend ent on radio than on print and
Te lev ision. Thi s is because televi sion is expensive, while newspaper demands literacy from
audie nces. With regard to listenership , the AM PS resea rch (1995) indicates that 23 milli on
peopl e (49 percent of the adult popul ation) listen to radi o dail y (cited in Teer-Tomaselli,
2000). In other words, the figure impl ies the high importance of radi o in South Africa for
disseminatin g information, educational and developm ental issues.
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Radio Ukhozi FM, forme rly know n as Radio Bantu and Radio Zul u, respec tively, had its first
broadcast in IsiZulu langua ge from Johann esbu rg in 1942 and from Durban in 1963 (Anne,
April 2003). This radio station is the largest radio station in South Africa, and in the southern
hemi sphere, as we ll. It is con sidered a dynamic radio station in Kwa Zulu-Natal as it reaches
eve n those in remo te parts of the province ' . Today Uk hozi FM, which broadcasts for 24
hours in IsiZulu langua ge, ha s about 30 staff members. Its main target audience are people
who speak the Zulu language. Recently, the station had installed new transmitter networks to
reach its target audi ence in the remote areas of Nqutu and Qude ni regions. It has about
6,000,000 listeners. This makes Uk hozi FM2 the radio stat ion with the largest listenership in
South Africa . Further , Ukhozi FM also has mobil e Outside Broadcasting Vans for off-studio
tran smi ssions. This provides inform ation and entertainment to the listeners who are in remote
townships and rural areas.
Currently, Ukhozi FM transmits various programmes to prom ote health y lifestyles withi n its
target soc iety. It provides different mixtures that focus on "business, news & current a ffairs ,
farming, educa tion, sport, women's magazine, music, listeners forum, drama, culture, politi cs,
health , lover ' s paradi se, youth talk show s and others programme s' , To enrich its programmes,
Uk hozi FM works closely with different institution s in South Africa, such as regional
administrations and health departments. In this case, it offers info rma tion that has relevance to
the soc iety. Ukhozi FM further provides religious programmes to strengthen the spiritual and
moral fibre of the soc iety.
4.1.2. Overview of Radio Dimitsi-Hafash
Eritrea, which got its independ ence from Ethiopian occupation in 1991, is located in the hom
of Africa. The history of mass comm unication in Eritrea can be traced to the Italian
occ upation of Eritrea in World War II and later on was followe d by Ethiopian co lonialist
power. During the Italian occ upa tion, there was a radio station in Mas sawa (a port in Eritrea).
Similarly, after the defeat of the Italians by the A llied Powers, the Ethiopian regime set a
Ukhozi FM Website: http://www.ukhozifm.co.za/Ukhozi/Thokozani.htm).1
Ukhozi FM, Website) http://www.ukhozifm.co.za/Ukhozi/Ukhozifootprint.htm2
Ukhozi FM, Website) http://www .ukhozifm.co.zu/Ukhozi/Ukhozifootprint.htm3
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radio station in Asmara, the capital city of Eritrea. This rad io station disseminated programs
that promulgated unity with Ethiopia and underm ined the struggle for liberation of Eritrea.
As a developing nation, currently radio broadcasting is one of the most effective means of
mass communication in Eritrea. According to the limi ted audience research conducted by the
Mini stry of Information (MOl) in 1998, 78% of Eritrean household s have radi o recei vers,
compared to television, which is not accessed by most Eritreans for eco nomic reasons (MO l,
1998:5). Furthe rmo re, underd eveloped infrastructure is still a roadbloc k to the establishment
of diversifi ed media operation. Currently, the radi o departme nt broadcasts its programmes
using two channe ls, Radio 'Dimitsi-Hafash (the Voice of the Masses) and Radio Zara FM,
whi ch started its operation in 2002.
Dimitsi-Hafash, which is the subject under study, was established during the struggle for
liberation in 1979 by the Eritrean People Libe ration Front (EPLF). At the beginning, the main
aim of thi s radio station was to inform the soc iety on the progress of the wa r and the political
developm ent that was tak ing place using di fferent languages, such as Ara bic, Tigrigna and
oth er indi genous langua ges . Based on the macro-policy outlined by the government, some of
the maj or objectives of the radi o station (Appen dix 1), which are related to this study at the
present are:
• To provide the public with news, timely inform ation, entertai ning and enlightening
programmes;
• To mobilize the public for nati onal reconstruction and development activities;
• To rai se public awa reness and spread ed uca tiona l programmes in coo peration with
var ious organisations, and ensure that more emphasis is given; and,
• To provide edu cational programm es.
According to the present struc ture of the Ministry of Informat ion, the Depa rtment of Radio
provides different services and programmes for its target audiences using eleve n languages.
These are nine local and two fore ign languages for one hundred and forty -fo ur hours per
week. Tigrigna , the focus of the study, is among these nine local languages. In 2003, the
Tigrigna department of the radio station provides various programmes three times per day for
36 hours per wee k. These programmes are documentaries, live interviews, law-related issues,
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agriculture, trade and investment, commentary, news, current affairs, environmental issues,
children's programmes, youth, music, healthcare, sport , education and other services
(Appendix 2). Further, the Tigrigna Department of the radio station has thirteen staff
members, excluding department heads and other staff that do not participate directly in these
programmes.
South Africa has many radios station comparing to Eritrea and other countries in Africa.
Ukhozi FM is one of the radio stations in South Africa with largest audience. It target
audience are people who speak the isiZulu language. This radio station disseminates different
programmes such as culture, news, sport, music, dramas, programmes that are about
HIV/AIDS and other programmes. On the other hand, radio Dimitsi-Hafash is the only radio
station in Eritrea which disseminates information to its target audience using different
languages. Radio Dimitsi-Hafash programme Tigringa is among those languages that are
broadcast by the radio station. The main target audience of this programme are people who
speak the Tigringa language. Further, the radio station through this programme broadcasts
different programmes such as culture, development news, news, sport, drama, programmes
that are related to HIV IAIDS and other current national and international events.
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Section V
This section of the research paper deals mainly with the methodology and case study of both
radio stations. In the first part , the researcher presents the methodological approach used for
collect ing the data. The seco nd part deals with the discussion of the data found from the case
study. Here, the researcher attempts to formulate the discussion around time scheduling,
programm e repetiti on, targeting messages to specific audience, and the communication
formats used in both radio stations . Attempts are also done to discuss how both radio stations
assess the effectiveness of HIVIAIDS messages, links to other media and organizat ions,
producer' s awareness of EE models of communicatio n, the use of research to produce
messages and the challenges that both radio stations face in des igning messages of EE.
Finally, he discusses whether Ukhozi FM and Dimisti-Hafash use EE formats that are
produced by other countries by trans-creat ion. The conclusion of the case study is presented
in section six of the paper.
5.1. Methodological approach to the study
There are two main aims for this study. The first is to assess the communication strategies that
both Ukhozi FM and Dimitsi-Hafash are utilizing to address the contentious issue of
HIV/AID S and whether the nature of communication could be categorized as an EE
communication strategy . The seco nd aim attemp ts to identify the role of target audiences as
well as the challenges communicators encounter to prepare messages that address HIVIAIDS
issues properly. To achieve this goa l, the researcher employed qualitative methods of inquiry,
spec ifically in-depth interviews with key informants in the area of research and docum ents.
Interviewees were selected based on their relations with the HIVIAIDS programm es, such as
message production , acting in dramas and facil itating communicatio n. To identi fy these
people, the researcher first contacted the manager for culture, magazine and religion in
Ukhozi FM and the head of radio Dimitsi-Hafash 's progra mme Tigrigna. Based on their
recommendation, the researcher selected the interviewees and then conducted the interviews.
Ukhozi FM has staff of around thirty, who have di fferent tasks in the station. Among these,
the researcher conducted in-depth interv iews with two disc jockeys; a drama production
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manager; a manager for culture, religion and magazine and a publi c relations practiti oner in
Ukhozi FM. Brief discussions were also held with Ukhozi FM 's Outside Broadca st Manager,
and the communication manager for SABe. These interviewees have direct and indirect
relations with the HIVIAIDS message dissemination programmes. The interview was done at
the Ukhozi FM radio station offices.
On the other hand , Dimitsi-Hafash has a spec ial unit called the Educational Desk. This unit
has two scriptwriters who provide all the radio programmes with releva nt material on health
issues to be broadcast. There are also staff memb ers of Dimitsi-Hafash's Tigr igna channel
who write scripts about HIVIAIDS and other hea lth issues. The researcher conducted an in-
depth interview with both scriptwriters in the Educational Desk, of whom one is the unit head.
The researcher also conducted interv iews with three staff memb ers of the radio stations . The
staff parti cip ate in the fight aga inst HIV/AID S directly as actors, readers, produ cers and
scriptwriters. To get access to these people, the researcher first discussed the issue with the
radio station mana ger who recommended interviewees. The interview was done in the libra ry
of the Mini stry of Information .
With rega rd to the questions, the researcher firs t prepared semi-s tructured guiding quest ions
pertinent to the research questions under investigation . Later on, dep ending on the guiding
questions and the actual discussion with the inte rviewees, the researcher conducted further
interviews based on follow up questions that were crea ted. Since it was quite difficult to take
notes in the discussion , the researcher recorded most of the interviews after obtaining the
consent of interviewees. The researcher transcribed the interviews and then used them for the
discu ssion.
In addition, the researcher also used some avai lable doc uments on dramas as supplementary
to the discus sion in the interview. This is because there were diffi culti es in getting the most
relevant documents on HIVI AIDS in Ukhozi FM. The researcher endeavoured to give a brief
discussion of the contents of the docum ent s such as drama s. He basically attempted to
identify the setting, characteri sat ion and subject matter intended to be disseminated through
both radio stations.
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5.2. Case study: Radio Ukhozi FM and Radio Dimitsi-Hafash
5.2.l.Time scheduling and programme repetition
5.2.1.1. Time scheduling
The effects of EE can be increased through appropriate pre-programme publicity and
programme scheduling (Ro gers and Singha l, 1999:211). In other words, selecting an
appropr iate time can increase audience exposure to the EE programmes. "Scheduling refers to
the practice of coordinating the tempo of formats to comp lement listeners ac tivities" (Fo urie,
2001 :412 ). According to Hyde (1995:250) and John son & Jones (1978 :140 -14 1), there are
five specific broadcast times that are related to the listeners ac tivities (cited in Fourie,
200 I :412). They are as follows:
• The morning drive times (06:00 -10:00) in which listeners get up prepare for work or
schoo l and are in tran sit.
• Midday ( 10:00 -16:00) in which most people are at work, hence the need for
information is less important.
• The afternoo n drive tim e ( 16:00- 19:00) in which childre n come hom e from schoo l and
workers drive home hence the atmos phere is somewhat more relaxed.
• The night time ( 19:00-00:00) in which audie nces tend to decline and opt for television
as enterta inment.
• Overnight (00:00-06:00) in which audi ences are at their lowest listening time.
Genera lly, there are no spec ific days in which HIY/AIDS programmes transmit to target
audi ences in Ukhozi FM. However, spec ific days are set when the government or mini sters
address listeners on HIY/AIDS. Apart from this, whenever disc jockeys and drama producers
get any topi c or issues that relate to HIY/AID S, they disseminate them in order to alert
listeners to the subject. On the other hand, whe n they are to broadcast HIY/AID S related
inform ation, the programmers attempt to choose times which they think appro priate and
co nvenient to the listeners. That is, they disseminate inform ation about J-II Y/AIDS mostly in
the morning from 06:00-09 :00. This is the time when listeners ge t up, prepare for wor k or
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schoo l and are in transi t as Hyde (1995) and Johnson & Jones (1978) characterized it. Hence
most of them may not have their full attention on the message. In the evening, HIV/AID S
related programm es are broadcasted between 16:00 - 21:00. During this time listeners are
highl y attentive to their radio as Hyde (1995), Johnson & Jones (1978) explain. For example,
if a programme is designed for youth, it is normally scheduled at 16:00 or 16:30. This time is
characterized as relaxation time in which listeners such as children come home from school
and workers drive home. This could be also interpreted as the convenient prime time of
listeners to follow the programmes. If the message is especially for women, and other people
who are at work, it is disseminated between 09:00-12:00. Mos t dramas are broadcast during
this time. The need for information is also very little dur ing this time as mos t of people are at
work . Moreover, concerning drama s, their attempt is to dissemin ate at the peak hour when
people have time to listen . Further, Ukhozi FM tries to disseminate HIV/AID S messages with
out giving much regard to timin g.
Apart from the spot, which disseminates after news every day, Dimitsi-Hafash disseminates
health related programm es two days a week on Monday and We dnesday . On Monda y, it
always dissemin ates HIV/AID S information at about 07: 15 in the mornin g and 20 :30 in the
evening. Thi s mean s that one message is broadcast two times per day. The mornin g time is
considered the rush hour where workers are rushing to work and students to school. While
evening time is considered free time where in workers and students are at home. On
Wednesday, the radio station disseminates other health issues such as malaria and
Tuberculosis. Sometimes the talk show is also done dur ing this day.
The programmers in the radio station have chosen this time beca use they believe that people
who miss the message in the mornin g can get chance to listen it in the evening. For example,
farmers and most workers are free and in their homes in the morning and evenings . They then
get a chance to listen to the message of HIV/AID S and get informed . Conversely, "during the
midd ay everybody is busy to do his/her work hence they cannot listen it" (Zewede, personal
interview, 2003). In fact, the radio station finds their HIV/AID S timin gs appropriate for they
do not rece ive any complaint from listeners.
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5.2.1.2. Programme repetition
Apart from the appropria te time scheduling, " repetition of an entertainment-educational
message increases its educational effects. The effect of one-shot expos ure to a communication
message is typically minimal" (Singhal & Rogers, 1999:211). Massive exposure to the EE
messages enables individuals to store them in their long-term memory. In this case, it is
possible to argu e that EE messages have high probabil ity to effect increasing behaviour
change, parti cularly if the messages are repeated in multiple forms integrating with other
media .
There is genera l agreement that repeati ng HlY/AIDS messages are helpful because it provides
an opportunity for listeners who miss the programm e to listen to it. "We repeat them at the
same day. We play them during the mornin g and then repeat them durin g evening because
some people are working at night and some people are during the day. So we play during the
day and repeat them during the evening, mostly, during the evening" (Ma phalala, personal
interview, 2003) . Despite this fact, the same messages about HlY/AIDS are not repeated on
other days because the radio station has enough available scr ipts and material to be
dissemin ated.
On the other hand , Dimitsi-Hafash repeat s the messages aga inst HlY/AID S twice on the
same day. Excluding the almost daily spots that last for three minutes on average after the
news. This means the message which is broadcast in the morn ing is repeated mostly in the
evening but rarely at midd ay. The reason for this is to give more opportunities for people who
do not listen or miss the message in the mornin g to listen to it in the evening. Apart from this,
becau se of enough available material , similarities of the message content and to avo id
boredom , they prefer to repeat the messages in different ways with equivalent ideas. Recently
however, with the advent of radio Zara FM, if the message is very important and target
audience requests repetiti on, they repeat it on Radio Zara FM. This is done very rarely as
some of the interviewees menti oned. Most of the time messages are repeated when they have
a shortage of material.
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5.2.2. Targeting the message to specific audience
In the communication campaign for social cha nges , atta ining attention to messages and
reaching audie nces effec tively are some of the problems . To avo id such problems, target
audience spec ification is among the major factors that should be co nside red in order to
achieve the intended objectives . For exa mple, a communicat ion campaign might ca tego rise
the popul ation in terms of age, sex, ethnicity , soc ial class, marital status, values , personali ty
charac teristics and soc ial contex ts in general (Singhal & Rogers, 1999 and Rice & Atkin,
2001 ). Rice and Atkin (2001 ) further illu strate that such audi ence segme ntation can be helpful
to tail or message content, form and sty le to maximi ze messages efficiency . According to
Fourie (200 1:81-82), radio-broadcasting form ats ident ifie s a segments of the target listening
groups . These are an adult co ntemporary fonnat that is targeted between 25-49 age group and
12-24 age group. All-talk format is targeted the 25-55 age group; an urban contemporary
form at is targeted at the 12-34 age gro up in highly ethnic co mmunities ; and a full-spec trum
form at is targeted at all age gro ups.
Ge nerally, Ukhozi FM is set for rural and urban people who speak Zulu. As some of the
interviewees state, the target audiences of the radio station are the who le soc iety with spec ial
emphas is in some pro grammes on the youth. In other wo rds, Ukhozi FM target audi ences
constitute different age groups, soci al cla sses and eco nomic backgrounds in the province .
Acc ording to Fourie's (200 1) principl es of programming form ats, Ukhozi FM programming
may be stated as a full-spectrum programming format in which messages are targeted for all
age groups without much discrimination. For instan ce, most of the dramas that are provided
by SoulBuddyz are targeted at the families, teachers and students. On the other hand,
LoveLi fe and the material that is provided from LoveL ife seem to target the youth as they are
broad cast on the Youth Ta lk show programmes of the radio station. The Abstinence Wa lk
that happens once a year is also targeted at the youth to abs tain from sex before marri age.
Apart from targ et audi ence spec ification, the rad io station also attempts to give spec ific time
scheduling depending on the ca tegories of the targ et aud ience and the message intend ed to
address. For instance, if the programme is for women and people who do not have work, they
broad ca st it between 10:00-12 :30.
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In Dimitsi-Hafash, the message s are targeted at the yo uth between the ages of 15-40 in
particular. However, s ince it is not easy to differentiate the yo uth from the gen eral social
sys tem, they al so target parents, organ izati on s that have great influen ce on the yo uth. Th ere is
also a belief that if parents get ad equate knowledge about HIV/AID S, they can advise the ir
yo ung children. In addition, Haye nta, the drama that the research er tried to give a bri e f
exp lana tion of, is targeted at the youth who are at high school. Conce rn ing the target audience
o f the radi o station with regard of the messages of HIV/AIDS, one interviewee states as
foll ows:
The main victim of Hl v" AIDS is youth . Thus, these are our main target audience.
Furthermore , we also target famil y/parents because they can ad vise and control their
children and yo uth . Here, it wo uld be di fficult to change 60 -year-o ld man but it is
ea sy to change the youth since they are in the age in which the y can change. Hence
we hammer them to change the ir behaviour (Kida ne mariam, person al int erview,
2003).
Radio Dimitsi-Hafash programming Ti grigna formats see ms to include all programmmg
formats suc h as an adult contemporary formats (25 -49 and 12- 24 age gro ups), all-talk formats
(25-55 age groups); and a full- spectrum format target ed at all age groups . This is because of
the age range (15-40) of its target audience being di stributed among all the broadcast
programming formats. Further, the se tting of the message and the charac ters used in the
dramas are yo uth who live in urban areas . Hence, co ns ide ring thi s, one ma y interpret the
target audien ce of the radio station as urb an peopl e.
5.2.3. Communication form ats
Curre ntly radi o programmmg is based on format broadcasting. Fo rmat is radi o station 's
strategy to attract a particular audience (O' Do nne ll, Ben oit & Housman, 1990:297). Radi o
formats in we ll-organize d media stations are based on identificati on of target listeners. This
inc lud es many factors such as " audience age, incom e, geographica l location as well as
lifestyle-opinion, attitudes, habits, va lues and tests" (Four ie, 200 1:8 I). Mo st radio
pro gramming cons ists o f recorded mUSIC, news and we athe r, spo rt, listeners letters,
educational programmes, advertisin g, talk radi o, debates, qui z, vox-pops, commentary,
do cumentary, and spots and phone-in programme genres (Four ie, 200 1 and Brandt & Sa sono,
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1999). Such radio formats "provide peo ple with good ideas of wha t they are likely to hear
when they tum on the radio" (Fo urie, 200 I :438). If EE com munica tion strategy is to atta in the
intend ed goal, it is extreme ly important to choose the most suitable genre(s ) to disseminate
the messages (Singhal & Rogers, 1999). In this context, as mass media, both Ukhozi FM and
Dimitsi-Hafash utili ze different com municat ion forma ts to disseminate messages against
HIY/AIDS to their target audience. Both use interv iews, dramas, talk shows, commentaries -
in the form of normal script, phone-ins, music and radio spots . In addi tion Ukhozi FM uses
Outside Broadcastin g Vans (OBY) and Abstinence wa lks differently from Dimitsi-Hafash to
transmit its messages about HIY/AID S. What follows is a discussion on selected formats and
how both radio stations utili ze them .
5.2.3.1. Drama
" It ' s the dramatic app eal that leads to audience involvement mechani sm through whi ch EE
has its effects to help people to talk abo ut the issues. It is also audience involvement that
actually leads to changes in behaviour." (Rogers, 2002:15). Using this, radio can bring
exciting dramas that engage listeners ' emotions while informing them of new ideas and
behaviours that can improve their lives and their communities (de Fossard, 1996). This
implies that drama is one of the favourite EE formats to convey messages plainl y to the target
audi ence throu gh role modelling. For de Fossard (1996), role models in dramas make the
messages much clearer by demonstrating to listeners the benefi ts they ca n gain from a change
in their life style, as opposed to an abstrac t description. It also illustrates bad and good
behaviour. EE dram a utili zes three different sty les. They are independent dram as which tell s
the story co mpletely in one broadcast; series whic h is a collection of independ ent dramas with
some major characters in eac h programme; and the serial which is an ongo ing story that
co ntinues from one bro adcast to another with many ep isodes (de Fossard, 1996). She also
discusses that any EE drama has five maj or features, which are characters, plots, se tting,
theme and the spec ific message related to the main theme.
In Ukhozi FM , dramas are employed for transmitting the messages tha t aim at combating
HIY/AIDS. The radi o station obta ins them mostly from Soul City and LoveLife as well as
other organizations like Voter educa tion. These dramas are written, and sometimes produ ced
by organizations outside the SA Be. They all use EE as the ir guiding methodology (So ul City,
2001 and Standler & Hlongwa, 2002). (See section 5.2.5.2 for furthe r discussion of links to all
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organizations) . The drama department in Ukhozi FM has one person who works as the
manager, producer as well as recepti onist. After he makes the necessa ry adju stments, he
produces the drama and broadcasts it on air. Further, the message s of the dramas focus on
how to make the public aware and fight HIV/AIDS. Apart from this, they also deal with
various social issues like abu se of women, violence and other problems such as cleaning
environments. The actors are hired from outside the radio station. They are teachers,
university students and others from the nearby community who can read Zulu fluently. The
people who participate in acting in the drama are paid by the SAB C.
For instance, in December 2002 , Ukhozi FM recei ved a dram a from SoulBuddyz (App endix
3). SoulBuddyz is a version of Soul City targeted at a youn ger audience, including children
and teenagers. This drama has ten episodes. Beginning from episode 7 until episode 14, the
drama deal s with HIV/AIDS and other issues as sub-themes. Each episode also divides into
different scenes ranging from 3-5. The numbers of the characters in each episode differs from
6 to 9 although they are the same. The characters are memb ers of the same family, friends and
teachers . The general scene of the drama is set at home and school, which differs for each
scene . In this drama the major them e is HIV/AIDS, which is presented accompanied with
different ideas. To be specific, the main message deals with stigmatisation of HIV/AIDS
affected and infected people, talking about HIV/AIDS openly, HIV/AIDS and sex ual abu se
with emphasis on talking openly in a tran sparent way; HIV/AID S in relation to alcohol abuse
and environment; HIV/AIDS fact s and discarding misconcept ions and encouraging the issue
of safe sex and the use of condoms and helping those HIV/AIDS affected and alcohol abuse.
The scenes are presented in dialogical form s: among the famil y members, school friend s,
teachers and students. The writ er or producer seems to contextualize the drama by setting the
scene around Pinetown. Thi s can help to make it more reliable for the story, although it might
not be the same for the peopl e living in rural areas. In accordance with the dramatic principles
of EE which says that EE drama must have: character; setting; plot ; and spec ific messages,
each epi sode seems to fulfil this principl e by providing a few limited characters , a clear
setting with a well- established message and charac ters.
In Dcmitsi-Hafash, dramas are am ong the format s used to disseminate messages of
HIV/AIDS and other issues. Unlike Ukhozi FM, however, all the dramas are produced eith er
by the Educational Desk which is part of the radio station or by voluntary contributors from
the audi enc e. There is no organization like Soul City that can do extensive research to
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produ ce well-developed EE seria ls or other forms of drama for the radio station. In fact, most
of the dramas are short, which are aired from one to six broadcast time slots on a weekly
basis. The dramas are not classified in episo des and scenes. In most instances they are
presented in a dial ogu e form between two people. There are also dramas that have ten and
more charac ters. For exa mple, in 2003 until July, the radio statio n broadcast three dramas
called: Hayenta, Talking about HI VIAIDS openly and Let li S support HI VIAIDS affected and
inf ected people. The numb ers of charac ter varied from ten to three. Based on the class ification
of enter-educate dram a ' s principl e, they can be categorized as independent and series dramas.
According to de Fossard (1996), independent drama tells the complete story in one broadcast,
usuall y lasting no longer than one hour and it can be as short as five minutes. Series drama is
a coll ection of independent dramas that use the same major charac ters in a program .
For instan ce, in 2003 , the radio station broadcast a rad io drama ca lled Hayenta (Appendix 4.)
This dram a has five characters consis ting of two boys, two girls and a doctor. All of them are
young high school students. Thi s also implies the target audience of the dram as are youth who
are at the level of high schoo l. The major theme of the drama is how people who have multi-
partners and money lovers are trapped into HIV infection. That is, Lidea and Daniel, who
were chas ing lovers in orde r to get money, become HIV positive while Selam and Samuel
who are innocent but from rich famil ies are HIV negative . Apart from the HIV/ AIDS issue
and consequences of having multi-partners, the dram a tries to address the issues of economic
problem s driving young people to unwanted behaviour such as chea ting to get money. That is,
Daniel and Lidea had sex ual affairs with other people though they were pretending to be
perfect lovers with each other, promi sing to live together faithfully forever. It also addresses
how HIV affects famili es. Daniel who is the only son to his mother becomes HIV positive.
The drama also ends up with the regret of Lidea and Daniel who are HIV positive, and with
marri age of Selam and Samuel. Thi s in tum highl ights the centra l message, which the writer
wants to achieve. The setting of the dram a is the capital city Asmara, parti cularly in
restaurant s, bars and of course high schoo l too. The plot was deve loped from simple
relationship between Lidea and Daniel as schoo lmates to Selam and Samuel who were their
friends . Then Lidea and Daniel become HIV posi tive for which they regret. The conflict is
between goo d beha viour and bad behaviour. Those who have goo d behaviour (Se lam and
Samuel) triumph ove r those with bad behav iour (Lidea and Danie l). The target audience of
the drama are young people at the high schoo l level. This drama transmits the messages about
HIV/AIDS and entertains the audience . Neve rtheless, it would be hard to call it
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enterta inme nt-Educa tion. As EE is designed on the base of extens ive research ; study of the
messages; study of the target audience; characters and the change that is to be achieve d.
5.2.3.2. Talk show and audience participation
Indeed, some of the most vivid images of radi o are in talk shows (DeFleur & Dennis, 1998).
"Co mmo n types of programmes that appear on stations using the talk format are ca ll-in,
interview shows, adv ice shows, roundtab le discussions" (Do minic k, 1999: 195). The talk show
is a favourite radi o format wherein well-known people discuss a topi c or answer questions
and audiences particip ate by teleph one. Ta lk show can fea ture celebrity interv iews, political
news and other soc ial issues such as HIV to the audience . "Talk show is interacti ve and
stimulates public debate and critic ism" (DeF leur & Dennis, 1998:187). It also pro vides an
outlet for the soc iety to communica te thei r feeli ngs and views on any issues. In other wo rds, if
talk shows are used appropriately, they serve as goo d feedbac k pro viders to the medi a about
pro grammes related to the government as we ll as soc ial issues like HIV/AI DS, environme nta l
probl em s and corruption. Further, in communication aimed for social chan ge, all round target
audienc e participation such as producing the material as we ll as co mme nting on it, is very
imp ortant. In this spirit, talk shows can initiate grassroots communication and then help target
audiences say what they wa nt to say.
In Ukhozi FM , talk shows are regarded as an import ant vehicle for entertainment and
edu cati onal purpose. "Talk show is powerful becau se peop le speak their minds" (Sibiya ,
personal intervi ew , 200 3). Th e station inv ites prom inent persons, community lead ers and
health expe rts to discu ss the issues of pub lic concern , such as the serio usness of HIV/AIDS
and ways of preventing it. It invites di fferent public figures to sha re their experience and
knowledge. For example the prominent anti-HIV/A IDS ac tivist Zackie Ac hma t was a gues t
spea ker of the radio station. Apart from the prominent persons, the radio station invites
different health experts to discu ss HIV/AIDS related issues like voluntary co unse lling; test
programmes and anti-re tro-vira l drugs. Further, people living wit h HIV/AIDS or staff from
the department of health are also given opportunities to voic e thei r concern and share their
experiences or knowledge.
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The materi al, which is got from LoveLife are also disc ussed in youth talk programmes of
Ukhozi FM. The disc j ockeys and other selected people talk about HlV/AIDS, co ndom use
and sa fe sex (Linda, October 2003). When there are HIV/AIDS related eve nts such as
HIV/AIDS day or Ca ndle Lighting days, Ukhozi FM interviews and initiates a discussion to
address the issue of HIV/AID S (Appendix Sa & 5b) . Further, it see ms that Ukhozi FM
attempts to address the matter of sex without menti oning HIV/A IDS in talk shows . This
discussion is done amo ng the opposite sex aiming to raise youth awa reness about sex ual
relation s (Appendix, 5c).
Ukhozi FM enco urages talented people (scriptwriters) from the target audie nce to participate
in fighting HIV/AIDS by writing scripts such as dram as and articles for the radio station. This
parti cipation is not simply on a voluntary basis. Rather people are invited to write and send
dramas or other scripts to the radio station. Thereafter concerned body in the radio station
look at the material. If they find it interestin g, successful scriptwriters are paid for their work
and the material becomes SABC property. Consequent ly, some of the HIV/AID S related
scriptwriters from the target audience produce dramas broadcas ted in the radi o station. For
exa mple, sometimes radio stati ons get dramas from the co mmunity members who are good in
writing dramas. They write the dramas and the SABC buys the dramas from the writers which
are then produ ced (Mapha lala, personal interview, 2003) . Apart from this, communities send
their comme nts about the programme through te lephoning, fax and sometimes by visiting the
radio station in person. Ukhozi FM also invites and encourages the staff to write scripts to be
sold to the radio station. For instance, Cos mos Dum isan i Nkos i, a techni cian in the radio
station has written a drama in Zulu ca lled ' IMAMBA EYEHLULA IZIBIBA ' meaning ' the
snake without cure' . It stresses on the seriousness of the HIV/AIDS. The radio station bought
thi s script.
In Demitsi-Hafash, the talk show, which happens mostly on Wednesday, is used for
discussing HIV/AIDS. In this pro gramme, the radio station invites religious lead ers, health
experts like doctors and interested people from target audience to discuss the issue of
HIV/AIDS. In this instance, target aud iences part icipate in the discussion through phone-in
either by asking question s, giving opinions or clarifica tion about the issue in discussion . For
exa mple , in August there was a talk show about the issue of voluntary blood testin g. During
this time, in a one-hour debate, 25-30 people participated in the discussion through teleph one
(Tewelde, personal interview, 2003). They also gave comments about drama s broadcasted,
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how they should have been ; whether the actors were goo d or not in modelling and about the
peopl e who ac ted as m Y/AIDS infected in the dram as. Further, there is also strong belief
among those interviewed that talk show is an effective communica tion method , which enables
many people to parti cipate in issues under discussion . Moreover, although it does not happ en
commo nly, some target audie nce sen d dram as and artic les to the station to be broadcast as
was mentioned earlier.
5.2.3.3. Songs
"Music speaks to the heart; it evo kes dee p feelings in groups and co mmunities as we ll as
individuals. It has the power to unit e, to bond" (Wa tso n & Hill, 1984: 199). They further
arg ued that mu sic serves as a tool of popul ar protest aga inst authorities and othe r problem s,
which are cons idered as danger to the order of things, morals, and cultura l practices. Soc ial
messages prom oted through popul ar music suc h as songs have a dram atic impa ct to tackle
soc ial problem s like m Y/AIDS. For exa mple, as the Philippines project co nfirme d, the song
that was used to address the underage pregnancy was persuasive as we ll as popul ar. "Young
peopl e und erstand the messages in the song and 5 1% of the youth surveyed sa id the song had
influenced them to discuss boy-girl relationships and sex ua l responsibili ty with friend s or
parents and seek further inform ation" (Kincaid et aI, 1990; cite d in Rimon et aI., 1994: 1).
Although still in question is how effective ly and creative ly they are using the songs. Both
Ukhozi FM and Dimitsi-Hafash uses songs to spread messages aga inst HIY/AIDS.
In Ukhozi FM, songs are used to enterta in as we ll as to back up the programme content in
order to make it attractive . In addition to the pop ular songs the radio station frequently
disseminates gospe l songs. The station ass umes gospel songs are effective in enco uragi ng
soc iety to follow positive beha viour and avo id promi scuity and adultery that intensifies the
spread of HIY/AIDS. They are considered to be strong wea pons that bind society together
morally and spiritua lly, urgin g them to behave in a proper mann er. They are used without
mentioning the issue of HIY/AIDS ove rtly. Just like songs, famous singe rs are also used as
effec tive communica tion vehicles to transmit the messages against HIY/AID S. The station
invites prominent singers and allows them to read scr ipts or stories, which is related to
HIY/AIDS. This is done in order to attract the atte ntion of the target audience to the messages
that are transmitted . Similarly, Dimisti-Hafash uses songs to fight m Y/AIDS although they
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are only about four so ngs . These songs are not religious ones like Ukhozi FM . They are
sec ular which are produ ced and sang by ordinary young singers who are the members of the
Eritrea n Defence Forces do ing the ir nationa l service. Co ncerning the popular singers, they do
not have songs targeted aga inst HIV/AIDS except Kahsay Berhe and Alex who cou ld be
cons idere d to some ex tent ren owned singe rs. Further, the main content of the songs deals with
informing people of the seriousness of the HIV/AIDS epi demic. For example, in the song
ca lled "AIDS a/l killer" the singer mentions that HIV/ AIDS kills all people- white, black,
young and old without any discr imination . It also addresses that HIV transmits through
having mul ti-partners, blades, and sharp things. The singe r further notes that AIDS ca n be
found everywhere in streets, schoo ls, rura l areas and tow ns. At the end, it wa rns the people to
take ca re: Nitenkek Hadera. In a similar fashion, another song wa rns people to take care from
the trap of AIDS/HIV as life is above any thing. The interviewees also menti oned that they
use these and other songs as accompaniment when they talk abo ut the issue of HIV/AIDS. It
is true that ce lebrity singers ca n have a great influence in transmit ting the messages that could
bring behavioural change toward HIV/AIDS. However, in Eritrea, there see ms to be no songs
against HIV/AIDS from the popular singe rs. This may imply that the popular singe rs are not
much conce rned abo ut the devastating threat of HIV/AIDS to Eritrea as we ll as the world. Or
the conce rned body in the communication area is not attempting to use these ce lebrities.
5.2.3.4.Ukhozi FM Outside Broadcasting Van and Abstinence Walk
Outside broadcasts (OBs) cons ist of live coverage of an eve nt , whic h takes place outside the
studio and it is ex treme ly popul ar with broadcasters and audie nces alike (Crisell, 1983).
Crise ll further argues that OBs are highly desirable because med ia ca n be originated in places
other than the wo mb of the studio. "The most effective means of doin g this is commentary,
the improvised description or word picture of an event" (Crisell, 1983: 119) . Radio
commentary entails a re lationship between comme ntator and listener , which is comp lex and
appea rs to operate at several levels (Crisell, 1983:123) . It port rays eve nts as reali sticall y and
impersonally as possible from the fie ld.
The re are distincti ve ways o f fighting HIV/AI DS in Ukhozi FM compared to Dimitsi-
Hafash. These form ats are Outside Broadcasting Vans (OBV) and Abstinence Wa lks. The
Ukhozi FM OBV is temporary mob ile radio station, which is organized in co llaboration wit h
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pro vincial health departm ents and local communities . The purpose of OBV is to promote
awareness of HIV/AID S as we ll as other health problem s such as Tuberculos is, Malaria and
oth ers. Hence, Ukhozi FM in collaboration with Department of Health in KZN does these
programmes on monthly basis (Appendix 6a). On these occasions, religious youth ralli es also
address the youth on HIV/AIDS (Appe ndix 6b). Based on the invitation of a fund provider ,
Ukhozi FM OBV also reports that campaigns prepared by projects such as Bambisanani
HIV/AIDS help s enable co mmunities to respond appropriately to the emerging HIV/AID S
related needs for care and support (Appendix 7). Apart from this, Ukhozi FM OBV moves to
town ship s and remote areas, giving oppo rtunities for communities to interact close ly among
eac h other about pertinent heal th and other social issues . During this time, singers and drama
perform ers also parti cipate in OBV programmes. They provide enterta inment to people
espec ially in the rural areas of Kwa Zulu-Natal. In addition to thi s, it offers wide access to
remotely situated audiences who otherwise lack te lephone or othe r fast lines of
co mmunication to forward their comments and opinions. It opens a spec ial venue for
adol escents and elders to engage in positive rec reationa l activiti es and educa tional
pro grammes, promoting healthi er life.
We enco urage audience to participate in our program by opening the phone line. The
Outside Broadcastin g is also a good way of involving to parti cipate in our program .
Outside Broadcasting is a way of involving the audience by taking the studio into the
co mmunities and allows peopl e to disc uss abo ut their ow n issues. We have radio drama
(Soul City), talk show, outside broadcasting organize d by the radio station and Health
department for communities about HIV/AIDS incorporates songs and the parti cipati on
of ce lebrities (Mgo boni, personal interview , 2003).
On the oth er hand , Abstinence Walks, which happ en twice a year, is anothe r method that the
radio station uses to address HIV/AIDS issues. According to Prince Zulu and Linda, disc
j ocke ys, Abstinence Walks are organized by the Department of Religion in Ukhozi FM along
with the Durban Christian Centre, Ethekwini Munici pa lity and Ugu Distri ct Co unc il. The
purpose is to enco urage the youth to pledge and renew their commitment to absta in from
sex ual ac tivities before marriage. Thi s eve nt is a four-day walk from Port- Shepstone to
Pieterm ar itzburg. During this time many famous peop le such as religious leaders, singe rs,
administrators and ordinary people participate. For exa mp le, people like doctor Kelenki ze
from the Department of Health in KwaZulu -Natal and Mantu shabalala from the national
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parliament were parti cipants (Sibiya, personal interview, 2003) . Any person who is interes ted
is also allowed to parti cipate on the event. Other people also watc h the event along the way
to Pietermaritzburg. Ukhozi FM follows the progress of events and makes reports about the
activity, interviewing participants as well as the spec tators on the way . In other words, this
programme serves as an entertainment and educational vehicle, transmitting the messages of
HIY/AID S to the audiences .
5.2.4. Assessing the effectiveness of the Programmes
If soc ial change is to be imminent, the communication should be dialogical and oriented from
the bottom-up. This means there must close link betwee n the communicator and the
beneficiary. Steinberg (1995:20) states "Feedback also gives communication its dynamic
nature by making it an interactive rather than a linear process. Without feedback, it is not
possible to discuss an issue or a feel ing, exc hange opinions or arrive at understanding each
other." Soc ial chan ge can be real if the target audience is involved in programm es actively
either by parti cipation in person and sending construc tive feedback. As Watson and Hill
(1984: 11 2) put it, "feedbac k is the regenerative circui t, or loop of communication. It provides
guidance for the present as we ll as the future by means of enabling the communicator to
adj ust messages to the context wherein the communicative activities takes place".
In radio Dimitsi-Hafash, the communica tor with rega rd to HIY/AID S messages gets
feedback through the telephone, letters and some times through personal contact. Recently,
the radio station also did audience research. Through this research, they got genera l
information on the effectiveness of the messages aga inst HIY/AID S. Except for this, as the
interviewees indicated, they did not do any spec ial assessment for the effectiveness of the
messages they dissemin ate through radio. They also admitted that this is necessary and should
have been done. Therefore, the only way that the radio station assesses and knows the
effectiveness of the messages and the programm es in genera l is through telephone calls,
letters and rarely personal contact, which comes in the form of comment. The radio station
also gives their address to the target audience so that they can send them their comment.
Furthermore, although there is no form al eva luation of how effective the message aga inst
HIY/AIDS is, there is strong agreement that the messages are helping people know much
more about HIY/AID S. For exa mple, after mothers listen to the informat ion that is
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disseminated throu gh the radio, they advise their children to take care of themselves from
being infected by the Radio Disease: so me mothers call HIV the Radio disease. "The
messages of HIV/AID S might be elementary for some targe t audiences, however it is helping
them . The probl em is to know whet her they are doing practica lly, what they know"
(Kidanemariam, personal interview, 2003).
The main means through whic h Ukhozi FM obtains feedback is thro ugh telephone calls and
letters. Us ing these they eva luate the effective ness of the communication strategies they
employ aga inst HIV/AIDS. Through these methods, they try to co llect the target audi ences
feelin gs and opinions. Other ways include audiences forward ing their comments to the radio
station through these methods. "People also phone to the radio station and we speak with
them. For exa mple, we ask people if they know of condoms by telephone, and this helps us
what message to prepare. Mostly by telephone and we encourage them to write us a letter, and
we ask them whether they are happy or not with our programme" (Mthinane, personal
interview, 2003). Further, there will also be genera l audience research that is currently
underway. It is expected to be a good means to eva luate the effectiveness of their
programmes. This help s them to improve the people 's knowledge as we ll as their
programmes.
5.2.5. Links to other media and organizations
5.2.5.1. Link to other media
In communication that is aimed for social change, it is important and effective to crea te links
among the print and electronic media. Interlinked communication can reinforce and
strengthen the messages towards fighting HIV/AIDS in an all rounded fashion. In other
words, it can enable target audi ences to follow the message in various ways. The Philippines
case is goo d exa mple: the rock songs promotin g sexual responsibility among teenagers in the
Philippines were accompanied by print and broadcast advertisements, personal appea rances
by the singers, label buttons urging "say No to Sex," posters and teleph one hotlin es (Rimon et
al., 1994). They further arg ued that the messages consti tuted a coordinated communica tion
campaig n, rather than just a popul ar song featuring lyrics with educa tional messages only.
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Since Ukhozi FM is part of SABC, it has close r links with the other broadcasting and
publi cation units under this corporation. When they find it important, they exchange material
as well as programmes that are broadcasted on television to be disseminated by the radio
station. Here, since the nature of radio and other media such as television is different , they
prepare it in their own way to suit the radio formats, Thi s also help s them to get more material
and information, Furth er, "Radio Ukhozi FM being under SABC, we have closer links with
different television and radio stations and newspaper publi cations that are under SABe. We
exchange materials and resources among each other within the SA BC broadcasting and print
media" (Alex, June 2003 ). On the other hand, Dimitsi-Hafash rarely has links to other media
like newspaper and television to disseminate the messages in interlinked ways, exce pt Radio
Zara FM, which started operating recentl y. The reason for this is that the newspaper and the
television programmes have their own desk wherein they prepare and disseminate HIV/AID S
information. They also think that the target audience of television and newspapers are
different from radio. "Television programmes and newspaper desks have their own
programmes again st HIV/AIDS as the result they have their own people who prepare the
script and others. Moreover, we have never thought about this idea. It cannot also be one and
the same. So we do not disseminate it throu gh other medi as" (G he bre mariam, personal
interview, 2003). Although this is the fact, somet imes when they get important ideas
especially from interviews, they share and prepare it in their own way . In add ition, they also
mentioned that it would be helpful in educating and persuadin g the society if the dramas that
are tran smitted via radi o could also be adjusted in the form of act ion drama and broadcasted
on television. The major link with Radio Zara FM is that they disseminate some of the
programmes, espec ially the panel discussion and talk show through that radio to the audience.
They also use it to repeat some programm es such as drama s when audiences demand it.
5.2.5.2. Link to organizations
EE campaigns often involve many partners, including donors and audiences . As Singhal and
Rogers (1999) and Jacob and Fokkens (2000) arg ue that EE projects are more effective when
the stakeholde rs such as health offic ials, broadcast officials, developm ent plann ers, religious
leaders, commercial sponso rs, and other organizations co llaborate. The collaboration among
organizations back up the EE experts as well as the media owners to cover the high start-up
fund of EE project needs (Tufte, 2002). In fact, most of the EE programm es ava ilable
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worldwide are the result of collaboration among various organi zations that work hand in
hand. In this spirit, Ukhozi FM seems to have a strong relationship with the Mini stry of
Health, religious organizations, the muni cipality, the nat ional health department and non-
governmental organi zations such as Soul City, and LoveLife (Zulu, personal intervi ew , 2003 ).
These organizations sometimes assign their own spec ialist to deliver a speech or conduct an
intervi ew about HIY/AIDS, whi ch in tum help s invo lvement of people in the programme, via
askin g questions or forwarding their comments . They also have a goo d link with the Na tional
AIDS Foundation, which provides them with materials for broadcast.
Soul City and LoveLife are typi cal South African non- government institutions. Soul City,
which is a national multi-media "e dutai nnient" project, is an institute for health and
development communication in South Africa. So far, it communicates violence against
women, dom estic violence and sexual hara ssment , AIDS-including youth sexuality and date
rape, small business development, personal sav ings , tobacco, tuberculosis and hypertension
(Soul City, 2001 ). LoveLife is a national programme that has been attempting to change
adolescent sexual behaviour with the aim of reducing the rate of HIY infe ction, other STIs
and the incidence of teena ge pregnancy (Stadler & Hlongwa, 2002).
Dimitsi-Hafash has a partnership with HEM SET, Mini stry of Health-lEC unit and Bedelio.
Bedeho is an organization of people who are living with HIY /AIDS. These organizations
assist the radio stations in different ways . The Ministry of Health pro vides publications for the
educational desk such as books and scripts, which they use as references to prepare scripts
and messages against HIY /AIDS, of co urse, by translatin g them to Tigrigna. When the
Educational Desk is in need, it is provided with doctor(s) for interview s. Further, based on the
agreement between HAMSET and the Ministry of inform ation, HM SET provides financial
assistance. That is, it covers all the expenses for messages about HIY/A IDS, Tuberculosis and
other STD's that are broadcast on the radio station. Although it is not so common, Bedeho
sometimes pro vides HIYIAIDS infected peopl e with the chance to voluntarily share their
experiences with target audi ences via the rad io stations . The Inform ation , educa tion and
communication unit (l EC) in the Mini stry of Health pursues the communication programmes
against HIY/AIDS. lEC also support s the producers by pro viding info rmation as well as
materials for reference when they write health related messages.
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5.2.6. Producers' awareness of EE models
The term EE was "coined by the John s Hopkins Univers ity centre for communication
programm es. It describes any communication presentation that delivers a pro-social
educatio nal messages in an entertainment formats " (Coleman, 1988:77) . Coleman further
states that EE is similar in meaning to the term "infotainment" used in some countries.
Throughout history, myth , parable, the rhythm s of poetry and song have been used to transfer
messages among people. This asse rts that the idea of combining education and entertainment
is not new, thou gh the mod em EE is not like any entertainment formats. In the sense that it
needs well found ed research and experienced writers to blend the messages and the
educational elements (de Fossard , 1996).
Although some of the interviews were not able to state what EE was, the awareness of EE as a
communication strategy seems present in Ukhozi FM. This could be due to the existence of
Soul City and other organization in South Africa. For example, Zulu (personal interview,
2003) states that the radio station combines entertainment with education, as they call it
' Infotainment': On Dimitsi-Hafash, the term entertainment-education is almost unknown for
most of the people who part icipate in designing the messages, dramatising or broadcasting.
Interestingly, however, some of the interviewees were able to state that EE possesses
educational as well as entertaining qualities. " It seems for me that something which teach
through entertaining. But I do not have clear understanding about this" (Ghebremari am,
personal intervi ew, 2003).
Furthermore, although the people who write the script try to include both the
inform ation/education and entertainmen t, the programm e can be described as more
informationall educational than entertaining. This indicates us that entertainment and
education are not equal. "We can call it as educationa l information. Most of the time, we
emphasise educational. The element of entertainment is almost few" (Ghebremariam,
personal intervi ew, 2003 ).
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5.2.7 Employment of research to produce messages
In general, the effectiveness of EE communication strategies correlates highly to the degree
and quali ty of research. Form ative and summative eva luat ion research plays crucia l roles in
producing and designin g effective EE programmes . They help to "a nalyse the target
audience's needs and aspirations, produce relevant and user-friendly media materials, and
understand the intended and unintended effects of the interventi on" (Rogers & Singhal,
1999:218). In other words, they help to avo id unwanted anti-social effects of the messages
and to identify the characters, preferenc e as well as needs of target audience. This implies the
necessity of having a resea rch unit in a communication organization that desires to achieve
soc ial change through behaviour change in a society.
There is no spec ific research unit at Ukhozi FM that resea rches the prepa ration of the
material that they disseminate to their audience. However, the staff members and production
unit discus s the relevance of the material and how it should be presented before they
broadcast the messages. They discuss the materials in term s of their proper translation into the
Zulu language and culture. Since they often get health journals from the Health Departm ent in
Durban, they search relevant topics and discuss it with the concerned body in Ministry of
Health before it is broadcasted to the audie nce. Apart from this, they also look at the Internet
to get information about HlY/AIDS and other health related issues. Similarly, in Dimitsi-
Hafash there is no research before or after the dissemin ation of the HIY/AIDS messages. It is
likely that there is no impa ct analysis to check whether the disseminated messages were
effective or not. The probl em is that there is no research units or skilled responsible body that
could carry on the research with a shortage of budge ts. At a personal level, however, the
people who are in charge of the HIY/AIDS message prepara tion do some minor research
before they produce the messages. They read books, check the Internet and ask experts such
as doctors in order to have clear ideas on the things they want to write about. This is also done
to be freed from saying something that could offend target audience, especially people who
are HIY/AIDS affected and infected. They also assis t each other in producing the message.
Recently, in 2003, the Radio Department in the Ministry of Information had established a
research unit , which did research concerning the whole programming of the radio stations.
From this research, they found that people listen to the messages aga inst HlY/AID S. They
also stated that messages are increasing the awareness of youth about I-IIY/AID S. ' We do a
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research in books. We read the books, which are written about HIY /AIDS. We also ask the
doctors and the voluntary consolin g test. We do interviews with them and we use this for
reference ' (Ghebremariam & Zewde, personal interv iew, 2003).
5.2.8. Challenges in designing messages (EE)
It is obvious that soc ial norms, values and beliefs play a great role in determining the
effec tiveness of entertainment-education messages (Roge rs & Signa l, 1999). This impli es that
producers, designers or translators are expected to tran smit the messages against HIY/AIDS
taking into acco unt the cultura l practice of the soc iety they are going to address. Moreover ,
Rogers and Signal (199 9) point out that among the many fac tors that can influence the
effectiveness of entertainment-education is the ava ilability of technical experts who may be
available locally or pro vided by external organizatio ns.
Unlike people from wes tern culture, Zulu peopl e are very co nservative . They are less likely to
discuss HIY/AIDS and about sex openly in public. Thus the people who parti cipate in
addressing the mes sages try to address the messages against HIY/AIDS in an indirect and
covert way without mentioning sex . Thi s also makes them to feel insecure in talking about
HIY/AID S lest they contrave ne the people's va lue and culture . For instance, programme
coordinator of Ukhozi FM states his view regarding culture as follows: "The problem is not
about time but about how we handle the programmes while respecting cultural value. For
example, in English to call the people ' s name is not a problem , but in Zulu most peopl e do not
wa nt to ca ll their nam es" (Prince Zulu, Jun e 2003). Further, Ukhozi FM has a problem of
getting indi viduals who are HIY positi ve because they are unwilling to discuss and share their
exp eriences. The challenge is that peopl e do not wa nt to co me out and talk about HIY/ AIDS
fearing stigmatisation from the soc iety. There is also a probl em of knowing how listeners are
interpreting the information and whether they like the message or not (Ma khaya, personal
intervi ew, 2003).
There also seems a lack of enough experts with regard to scriptwriting in Ukhozi FM . For
exa mple, the drama department, which has a great ro le in shaping the drama, has one
personnel only. He works as a manager, producer and rece ptionist. This see ms contradictory
with EE principl es because toda y dram a is cons idered one of the effective EE vehicles to
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address social issues eas ily. So, unless there are enough experts in this departm ent , it will be
challenging to produce sound EE drama. Although the targe t audience participations and the
contribution of Soul City, LoveLife and other organizations will make the rad io station have
scripts, the shortage of enough experts and experie nced workers wi ll affec t the radio station
from producing sound EE proj ects.
In Dimitsi-Hafash, the major problem s in relation to EE are inadequ ate numbers of workers,
lack of incenti ves, a shortage of bud get and experts . That is, the Educa tional Desk, which is
respon sible for the production and design of HIY/AID S and other health issue scripts, has
only two staff. Thi s reall y hind ers their process, preventing the production of wider and
longer serial dramas of EE, which would be more effective. Further, if EE dramas are to be
attractive and effective, they need talented persons who have the experience to act in radio
drama s in an appealing way . But , there are also a lack of enough people who have good skills
and experience to act in radio dramas, as it is different from other reading-such as news
reporting. Currently, the newsreader, writers and other members of the radio station are doing
this in addition to all other wo rk they do. This creates on them a burden of work, as they must
ac t the drama without adequate rehearsals. One of the major reasons for having insufficient
personn el in radio Dimitsi-Hafash is a shortage of budget. This hind ered the radio station to
employ or bring people from outside the studio to actlread the drama. Occasionally, they do
bring in some peopl e for this purpose.
We have shortage s of peopl e who can act the drama. The studio workers such as
reporters and newsreader perform all the dramas. This mean s we do not have enough
time to rehearse the drama. Since people are forced to read the drama leaving their
work, they do not get enough tim e (Ghebrat, personal interview, 2003).
The Ministry of Health is one of the sources of info rmation for the Educa tional Desk on
Dimitsi-Hafash . Despite this fact, the producers have problems in getting adequate
inform ation espec ially with regard to getting people who have first hand experience of
HIY/AID S cases from Ministry of Health. In other words, most of the HIY/AID S infected
people are not willing to come to the studio and share thei r personal experience alth ough this
could make the combating of HIY/AID S more realistic and credible to the audience as they
will hear from the victims themselves. At one level , this is attributed to the stigma that they
will encounter if they publicise them selves to the public. Besides, there are also some
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HIV/AID S infec ted people who ask for more money though they are voluntee ring to talk in
the media. This also ind icates the need for effective communication strategies in the radio
station to persuade the HIV positive people to share their experience as we ll as to avo id the
stigma attached to them.
There are also complaints among the people who produce and act the 1-11VIA IDS messages
because there is discrimination in giving incentives for the participant s in acting the dramas.
That is, although the radio station pays money for people who come from outside to act some
dramas, the staff are not paid for the extra time they spend to practice and perform the dramas.
"The problem s are lack of incent ive for participant in the dram a, load of work, which forces
us to leave our real work and do the dram a, and lack of enough people who can work for the
plays" (Ghebrat, personal interview, 2003).
5.2.9. Using other countries EE formats by Trans-creation
In the contemporary world, it is important to share mate rials and experience among countries.
Espec ially, since the phenomenon of HIV/AIDS is com mon worldw ide, there are grea t
possibilities for materials produ ced in one country to be used aga in in another country with
some adju stment. In fact, due to the globalisation and communality of many soc ial problems,
scho lars are using different EE messages by trans-creating the messages. As Jacob and
Fokkens (2000: 8) argu e, "Although stories with a long-standing mythi cal background might
work in any setting, simply tran slating a story is not enough. The term "trans-creation" was
used for the proc ess of modi fying EE concepts from one cultural setting to another."
On Ukhozi FM , except the material they get from the Soul City, LoveLife, and Department
of Health , they do not use any messages that are produced in other countries. They also
believe that local productions are better than imported ones. Similarly, on Dimitsi-Hafash,
the produ cers of the messages state that they do not use any scripts that prepared in other
countries. But, they asse rt that they take Ugandan and other countries cases as exa mples for
illustratin g their writing. "We [have] not until now [used imported programmes]. But we take
the Ugandan cases for exa mple. We do this to take the inform ation only otherwise we do not
use it by tran slatin g" (Paulos, July 2003). " In this country we have one big problem. We did
not get peopl e who become sick of H1V/AID S. Therefore, we use exa mples, which happen in
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other co untry such us Uga nda. But if peo ple are to believe you, you should bring peopl e,




If radio can be used to publicize an early warning of high risk behaviour and set the record
straight on living with HIV/AIDS in the community, much suffering can be avoided (Adam &
Harford, 1999). In this context, the employment of effective communication strategies seems
the only medicine and device to tackle HIV/AIDS. To address the threatening effects of
HIV/AIDS, Ukhozi FM and Dimitsi-Hafash utilize interviews with different experts, talk
shows, dramas, commentary-in the form of normal scripts; phone-ins and radio spots. They
also use songs to transmit messages about HIV /AIDS. Apart from this , Ukhozi FM uses
mobile Outside Broadcasting Vans to provide access for people who live in rural areas and
remote towns in the KwaZulu-Natal province. It also uses Abstinence Walks to urge and alert
the young people to abstain from premarital sex, hence preventing themselves from
HIV/AIDS.
In Ukhozi FM, there are no specific days dedicated to transmission of HIV/AIDS
programmes. Whenever the disc jockeys find any topic or issues that relate to HIV /AIDS,
they broadcast them on their prime times. As a whole, the times wherein the messages about
HIV/AIDS are put on air , are between 06:00-09:00 and 16:00-21:00. However, when the
messages are for women and people situated at home, who fall outside the variety of
workforces, they broadcast the messages between 09 :00-12:00. The dramas are broadcast
from Monday until Thursday and each message put on air has the chance to be repeated two
times in one day. On the other hand, Dimitsi-Hafash regularly disseminates messages about
HIV /AIDS on Mondays about 07:15 in the morning and 08:30 in the evening. The message
broadcast in the morning is repeated in the evening. These hours are considered convenient
for the target listeners of the radio station. There are also radio spots every day after the news.
Furthermore, talk shows with regard to HIV/AIDS are broadcast on Wednesdays.
Sustainable development and changes come from the indigenous culture and community
participation, which helps people to develop new beliefs in their ability to influence their
personal and social sphere (UNAIDS 1999). There is target audience participation in both
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Ukhozi FM and Dimitsi-Hafash. In Ukhozi FM , target audiences are encouraged to write
and send scripts such as dram as and articles about HIV/AID S and other socia l problems in the
province. Programm ers select the scripts they think are interes ting and informative and pay
the contributors some amount of money. Unlike in Ukhozi FM , participation in Dimitsi-
Hafash is mostly on a voluntary basis. This may be considered as the reason why there is not
a considerabl e level of parti cipation through contribution. What is common in both stations is
that target audience participation is more through asking questions, giving opinions or
clarifications about some issues under discussion in the dramas or programm es. Participation
is through phone-ins and letters, though some times it is made via personal contact. Further, in
both radio stations, after dissemination of the messages, especially dram as, programm ers try
to get feedback and prepare special program mes for audiences' reflections and comments.
These are also some of the mechani sms both radio station use to assess the effectiveness of
their programm es.
In Ukhozi FM, there seems to be the understandi ng of EE as a communication strategy
among the interviewees. Some of them state that EE means infotainment. This could be
attributed to the ex istence of Soul City and LoveLife, as the radio station receives material s
from these non-governm ental organizations. In Dimitsi-Hafash, the producers are not aware
of EE as a communication strategy to address social issues. However , they attempt to present
the messages in dramatic and entertaining ways although intervie ws with medical experts and
other influential peopl e, such as religious leader are more dominant.
In the Zulu and Tigrigna (Eritrea) cultures, it is taboo to talk about sex openly. Hence
producers are forced to talk about HIV/AID S without mentioning people ' s names as well as
sensuality. There are also the diffi culti es of getting voluntary HIY positive people willing to
share their experience. The stigmatisation that is associated with HIY positi ve people in the
soc iety accounts for this unwillingness to share .
The educational desk in Eritrea has two staff that are responsible for producing messages
about HIV/AID S. Though some dedicated and interested members of the community also
send some scripts. Likewise, the dram a department in Ukhozi FM has only one person who
acts as manager, receptionist and producer. There are no scr iptwriters who write dramas or
other scripts spec ifica lly about HIY/AID S in Ukhozi FM . Most scripts are contributed from
the community and other organizations such as Soul City and LoveLife. In fact, this lack of
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experts seems to create a difficulty for both radio stations to prepare we ll-des igned messages
about HIV/AIDS. Furthermore, the lack of suffic iently skilled ac tors for radio-drama makes
the newsreader ; disc jockeys, announcer and new s wri ters act the dram as without sufficient
practice, in addition creates a burden on their work in Eritrea.
Soul City and LoveLife are amo ng non-governmental organizat ions that provi de Ukhozi FM
with some edutainment scripts. Co nsidering the contrib ution of these organiza tions, one may
consider Ukhozi FM HIV/AIDS messages as EE. However, it see ms very hard to ca ll the
HIV/AIDS messages of both radio stations as EE. This is because EE is different from any
other communication strategy. EE message "product ion process is heavily depend ent on
factors such as comprehens ive audience research, constra ints of time, extensive consultation
with stakeholders and training personnel in EE ski lls" (Jacob and Fokkens, 2000: II ). Japhet
and Go ldstein (l997a) also arg ue that research distinguishes EE from pure entertainment
(cited in Singhal & Rogers, 1999). Japh et further argues that intend ed EE programmes that
are not guided by proper research cannot be ca lled EE. Rather they are mere entertainment
programmes (Jacob and Fokkens, 2000:37). In other wor ds, as de Fossard (1998) notices,
careful planning and designin g are parts of the fundamental base of EE serial dram as. There is
often deep investigation toward s the problems to be tack led through EE communica tion
strateg ies. In both radio stations there are, however, no em ployments of we ll-organized
research unit s or other bodies that are ded icated to producing EE messages. Indeed , some of
the produ cers and disk jockeys attempt to read books and look on the Internet , on a personal
level. Particularly in Dimitsi-Hafash, messages about I-I IV/AIDS are produ ced based on the
knowledge and estimation of the produ cer , though the members of the radio stations try to
help and comment on each other's opinion. It may not be satisfactory to ca ll these
programmes as EE. Rather they seem confined to providing information about HIV/AIDS.
There are no skilful experts who can design EE formats to add ress HIV/AID S in both radio
stations. Besides, there is not enough of a budget to hire experts, parti cularly in Dimitsi-
Hafash. The ex isting produ cers and ac tors of the messages abo ut HIV/AIDS also have
co mplaints about not receiving proper accreditation as we ll as ince ntives for the ext ra time
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o Develop a fre e , responsibl e ,llld c redible 11l:lSS media based al l the principle of
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The Department of Radio runs the Eritrean National Radio (Dimtsi
-Hafash) and Radio lara ( FM ).
According to .the present structu re of the Ministry of Information,
the Department of Radio classified its activ it ies into four main categories
and archive.
The main categories of the Department of Radio are :-




The Services comprise seven divisions and four units . The divisions
are Tigrigna, Arabic, Tigre, Afar, Kunama, Amharic and Oromo and Radio
lara (FM). The units consist Bilen, Saho, Nara and Hidareb. The services are
responsible for all the programs on-air.
The Programs are supposed to consist five divisions but only three
(News and current affairs, Educational and Development) were functional
in the years 2001 to 2003.
T_he remaining two program divis ions (Society & Culture,
Entertainment & Sports) are expected to be functional in the year 2004.
-,- ------- T he main activities of the program divisions are to produce or
prepare programs of their respective assignments and feed the Services.
The Engineering Division units are a) Transmission b) Studio
c) Maintenance and training d) Music Library.
The function of the Engineering division as its name indicates is
responsible for all technical activities of the Department.
The Coordination Division was formed at the beginning of 2001 and
some of it functions are to coordinate the work and facilitate the requests
~'; _ _of the Services, Programs and Engineering, perform small scale audience
___ "research, organize on-the-job training for Radio Department employees,
keep records of the Department staff and assist the General Director in
discharging his daily activities.
To have a clear picture of the Department of Radio and its functions ,
please refer to the attached present organizational chart. r:
-( Dimtsi Hafash broadcasts using eleven languages out of which 9 are
-. local and two foreign. At present, Dimtsi Hafash is on-air 144 hours per
~-- - week and Radio lara (FM) 33 hours which makes a total of 177 hours
weekly.
,.::-.
The weekly broadcast hours distr ibution among the Radio Services of
Dimtsi Hafash for the year 2003 are as indicated in the table next page.
,-
ro
( . ; ",




Ti Kunama Nara Hidarib Radio UNMEE Total
36 12 hrs 3.5 hrs 2 hrs 1 hr 74 hrs
'" " . ..
H CHANNEL II
' .. .....
Arabic Afar Bilen Saho Amharic Oromo Ti Total
29 hrs 21 hrs 3.5 hrs 3.5 hrs 7 hrs 5 hrs 70 hrs
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consensus! (Duma has borrowed Phumlani's soccer ball for the day.) They tease Mpho saying she
can't run because of all the cigarette smoke that pollutes her lungs. Mpho confesses that her
experiment with cigarettes is over! Duma becomes serious and tells the buddys about his father's
death from lung cancer. The buddies make a promise to each other never to start smoking. Mpho
says from now on she will listen to music, and sing along/dance along to get rid of stress! And
play soccer ofcourse! !! The buddies say th is is a great idea. They each have radios at home, and
the stations play nice dancing music in the afternoons.
EPISODE 6
( The episode highlights symptoms of learning difficulty and it's
possible solutions. It also deals with sexual abuse)
CHARACTERS: Class teacher, Sandile, Sandile's mothe r, Mpho, Mpho's mother,
social worker, Amani, Phumlani, Bully 1 and 2.
SCENE 1
Nokeng Primary Class. Morning. -The teacher is busy with a
reading exercise. Sandile struggles to read. The kids in class laugh.
The teacher immediately tells them to stop.
SCENE 2
Nokeng Primary. Morn ing. - The teacher talks to Sandile afte r
class. She suspects that he has a learning difficulty and decides to
go and speak to SandiIe's parents. It is in the same scene that we
establish that Sandile lives in an informal settlement outside the
township.
SCENE 3
Pinetown Primary. After school. - Amani and Phumlani kick a soccer ball around. The bullies
arrive, they insult Amani about being "foreign" and demand that Phumlani hand over his soccer
ball. If he is going to hang around with foreigners, they will make school hell for him. The boys
bolt into the nearest classroom. The bullies threaten to get them later.
SCENE4
Sandile's home. Afternoon - The teacher speaks to his mother
about possible solutions to help Sandile - (a) The teacher is going to
find ways of teaching and test ing Sandile differently. (b) She is
going to identify a child in class that can assist with reading. (b)
Encourages his mother to help with homework.
SCENE 5
Mpho's house. Afternoon. - the social worker visits Mpho's home.
She chats briefly about the tragedy of Mpho being raped by her
fathe r. Mpho's mother explains that Mpho's niqhtmares are cont inuing.
The social worker vows to support and help Mpho and her mother.
She asks to talk to Mpho (who is reading in the bedroom). She
reassures Mpho about the coming court proceedings. She explains
what a court is to Mpho, and who the lawyers and judge are. She does
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she knows littl e about.
I
CHARACTERS: Mihloti (Mihloti appears for the first time here), Mihloti's father,
SandiIe, Duma, Nomsa, Phumlani, Amani
EPISODES
EPISODE 7
(The episode is about the stigma suffered by children who are
affected by HIV/AIDS)
SCENE 1
Nokeng class. Morning. - Mihloti is introduced to her new class.
The teacher asks her to say something to the class. Other classmates
laugh at her "model en accent (she introduces herself in English)
Teacher tells them to "be quite!"
Bell rings.
SCENE 2
Nokeng School Yard. Lunch. - Sandile introduces himself to
Mihloti at playground. Duma comes to tell SandiIe about Phurnlani's
party . Sandile invites Mihloti to come along. Mihloti realises that the
Phumlani who is havino a birthday party goes to her previous school
s: and might know about her father's HIV status and her mother's
" death. She evades the idea of going.
SCENE 3
.:~ Nokeng school yard. Lunch. - The buddys spot Sandile talking to
: '~ Mihloti . When he comes to join them, under the tree. They joke that
i he must have a crush on her.
SCENE 4
,~. Mihloti's house. Afternoon. - Mihloti is at home looking after her
,. ,' father, he is not feeling too well. She tells him about seeing
. ~ Phurnlanl's cousin, and about being invited to the party .
.: SCENE 5
~~i Pinetown Primary. After school. - Phumlani reminds Amani
'r: about his birthday party, Amani has got his overnight bag, he is
l' ready to party!. ~"
;f"
.<(The episode is on HI V/ AIDS)
. : CHARACTERS: Duma, Phumlani, Amani, Nornsa, Mpho, Mihloti,
. : Mihloti's father . Mandla
SCENE 1
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birthday party. Sandile, Duma, Phumlani and Amani are talking
about Mihloti not coming to the party. Phumlani realises he knows
Mihloti from school but does not say anything about Mihloti's fam ily
situation.
SCENE 2
Mihloti's home. Afternoon. - Her fathe r is particularly sick today.
Mihloti is taking care of him whi le she silent ly th inks about the party
that she could have gone to .
SCENE 3
Duma and Phumlani's house. Late afternoon. - The party is in
full swing. The buddyz have a dancing compet it ion. Mpho wins
hands down ! Phumlani's mother (who has nice job in govt !) has
bought him a radio/co player, the buddies play it loud and enjoy
themselves.
SCENE 4
Nokeng schoolyard. Afternoon. - The buddies are under their
: tree. They discuss Phumlani's great party. Nomsa encourages
everyone to start taking the re-cycling/re-using project seriously.
She has collected . 50 cans so far. It turns out she's the only one
who's collected anything! She is unimpressed! The buddies also talk
.about Mihloti being absent from school. Sandile and Nomsa decide to
go look for her at her place.
EPISODE 9
(The episode deals with the focus areas ofHIV/AJDS and sexual abuse- but mostly highlighting
talking about things that are bothering you inside)
CHARACTERS: Sandile, Nomsa, Mihloti, Mihloti's father, Mandla, Duma, Mpho,
Sandile's mothe r, Class teacher
SCENE 1
ihloti's home. Afternoon. - Sandile and Nomsa arrive and speak
• 0 Mihloti. They ask her why she didn't come to school and the party.
Mihloti, is uncomfortable, she qukkly tells them that her father is not
. ell. When they ask what is wrong with him, she tells a half truth
, ying, he caught the flu. Mandla asks for food while Nomsa and
ndile are still there. The Father coughs and calls for water. Mpho
rushes to help and tells Mandla that he wi ll get food later.
,{[his obviates Mih/oti 's struggle to Nomsa and Sandile)
SCENE 2
~ownSh i P street. Afternoon. - Nomsa and Sandile are walking
ack from Mihlot i's place. They are expressing worry about her.
14
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Something doesn't seem quite right at Mihloti's house.
SCENE 3
Sandile 's home. Late afternoon . - Sandile's mother is helping him to read. He is struggling,
but trying hard. His mother is encouraging
him , and correcting him, when needed.
SCENE 4
Nokeng class. Morning. - Mihloti is absent again. The teacher asks
if anyone knows about her whereabouts.
SCENE 5
Nokeng School yard , under tree. Lunch time. - Sandile talks to
Nomsa about Mihloti's situation. Duma and Mpho join them and they
all talk about Mihloti.
Mpho and Nomsa decide to go somewh ere together. They walk
away. Mpho talks about her abuse case - the court date is drawing
nearer and Mpho is scared. Nomsa asks how Mpho feels about
talking to a counsellor about her situation. Mpho says it helps to talk.
...' Bell rings.
(Nomsa wonders what it is like to talk to someone you don't know about your problems)
EPISODE 10
(Episode is on HIV/AID~ alcohol abuse and Environmental care)
CHARACTERS: Nomsa, Nomsa's mother, Duma, Mihlot i, Mihloti's father, class teacher, Sandile,
SCENE 1
, ~ Townsh ip street. Afternoon. - Duma and Nomsa are walking
. home. Nomsa's mother comes across drunk - starts embarrassing
. . her. Talk ing and singing (racia l slurs) loudly .
SCENE 2
, 'Mihlot i's home. Afternoon. - Mihloti and her father talk about the
: : liN/AIDS situation. Mihloti expresses her fears about how children
~ will react when they find out. She is also worried about missing
. ",chool days, she will fall behind. Her father consoles her. He decides




. ;Sandile 's home. Early Evening. - By candle light Sandile and his
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Nokeng Primary. Morning . - Next morning at school. Mihloti gives a letter to her class
teacher.
SCENE 5
Nokeng Primary. Lunchtime, buddies are under their t ree -
Buddyz decide that they will make tin and wire car for the re-cycling competition. Sandile will
teach the buddies how to make the car. The buddies are thrilled!
EPISODE 11
(Episode highlights HIV/AIDS discrimination, with a sub-theme ofenvironment)
~, CHARACTERS: Class teacher, life orientation teacher, Mihlot i, child 1, Amani, Phumlani, Duma
SCENE 1
, Nokeng Primary. Morning. - Mihloti's teacher approaches life-orientation teacher on how to
~ .~ help Mihloti - they're on the school veranda. Life-orientation teacher wishes to help Mihloti's
i '-'I family. They discuss suggesting that Mihloti's father apply for a child support grant. Life
h .~" orientation teacher says he will write a letter to him, urging him to apply. While the teachers are
; ; talking they are overheard by some children in the same class as Mihloti.,
i"'t SCENE 2
z Nokeng classroom. Day. - A child has wr itten a note about Mihloti and it is being passed
.; around the class. All this happens while Mihloti is answering a question/reads. The teacher
.: notices the noise and shuff ling caused by the note. She asks what that is about - one child
;.s tands up and says Mihloti must not come to school because her father has AIDS.
SCENE 3
e;:, Pinetown Primary. Lunch. - Amani and Phumlani are talking about the recycling competition.
',' ey are excited to be part of buddies team. They count the cans they've collected so far,
'twenty five! They will have to hook up with Sandile who will teach them to make can-and-wire
· .cars!
'"~CEN E 4
. ! ow nship street. Afternoon~ - After school Mihloti walks home alone and crying.
• Episode is mainly on HIV/AIDS - highlighting facts and discarding misconceptions while
~'qromoting accep tance - the sub-theme is environment)
· :9HARA CTERS: Mihloti, Nomsa, Sandile, Amani, Phumlani, Bullies, Mihlot i's father
f .
'CSCEN E 1
· ~~wnsh i p street. Afternoon. - While walking to school, Buddyz talk about what happened to
~lhloti in class. They are worried about her because, she rushed home alone. And she looked
.lJpset. The Buddyz start talking about HIV/AID S - some of them are well informed about the
: acts (like how HIV gets passed on, how to stay healthy etc.). This leads to the Buddyz deciding
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to get Mihloti to jo in them for the re-cycling/re-using compet ition, so they decide to go to her
place.
SCEN E 2
Mihloti 's place. Afternoon. - Mihloti tells her father about what happened at school. Buddyz
arrive at Mihloti's place and she chases them away thinking that they have come to laugh at
her/taunt her.
SCENE 3
Pinetown Primary. Afternoon . - It is soccer practice. The bullies decide to tackle/ki ck Amani.
A scuffle breaks out. The coach overhears the bullies insulting Amani about being a "foreigner".
"'~ SCENE 4
I:. Pinetown Primary. Afternoon. The coach is furious with bullies, they could have broken
it. Amani's leg!!! They get suspended from soccer for the term, and have to go and see the
~-; .
headmaster!!! !
~ . : SCENE 5
: Phumlani and Duma 's home. Evening - Duma tells Phumlani about what happened in class,
~} the kids saying Mihloti must not come to school because she will bring AIDS. Phumlani says when
' :~ Mihloti was at his town school, some of the kids would talk behind her back saying she should
$.
, ~, Ieave because she's bringing AIDS to the school. Phumlani says Mihloti seemed like a very nice
' ~" person, and he was sorry that some of the kids were saying such mean things behind her back.
Phumlani tells Duma about the incident with the bullies - their suspension from soccer, and
. etti ng into trouble with the headmaster.
(This episode is about experimenting with alcohol with a sub-theme abuse- encouraging family
-upport)-.
Nomsa, Duma, Mpho, Amani, Phumlani, Mpho's mother, Mpho's grandmother.
CENE 1
~Ylnsh ip Street. Morn ing . - Nomsa, Duma and Mpho are walking to school. They see Mihloti
roaching. They decide to talk to her and explain that they had gone to her house to ask that
'y be her friend and they want to offer her the ir support.
NE 2
'~~town Primary. Morning. - Amani and Phumlani are at school. Amani expresses how glad
,eels that the whole mess with the bullies has been sorted out. They won't bother him again!! !
Jriends start talking about an upcoming school trip . Phumlani tells Amani about the last trip
some boys brought and drank alcohol. Phumlani tries to convince Amani to bring alcohol.
. rst Amani is reluctant, but Phumlani finally persuades him. Amani's father keeps gin in a
,eel cupboard, they will drink half, and replace the other half with water. Amani's father will
~R find out that his alcohol is missing. Amani reluctantly agrees.
~ .
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SCENE 3
Mpho's mother's spaza. Day. - Mpho's mother-in-law tries to convince Mpho's mother to
wit hdraw the charge of rape against Mpho's father. She claims that the case is disgracing the
family. Mpho's mother is not convinced and maintains that she is going to carry on with the case.
SCENE 4
Nokeng Primary. Day -The class teacher talks to the class about what they said about Mihloti
the day before. She is firm, saying she will not tolerate any discrimination in her class. If she
hears of anyone harassing Mihloti, they will get into serious troub le.
SCENE 5
Sandi Ie's home. Afternoon . Sandile's mother helps him to read. His reading has improved
greatly. Sandile's mother is very proud of her son. She wishes she could have gone further with
her education, but there was no money to cont inue at her home. She wants Sandile to be
educated, and grow up to be a leader one day.
SCENE 6
Amani 's house. Afternoon. - Amani and Phurnlani stock up on liquor for the class tr ip, and
sample some.
EPISODE 14
The theme for this episode is HIVjAIDS- encouraging helping those ettected, and alcohol abuse)
CHARACT ERS:_Nomsa, Nomsa's mother, Sandile, Duma/ Mihloti/ Mihloti's father
SCEN E 1
Nokeng Primary, under buddies tree. Lunch. - The Buddyz are discussing the collection of
cans for the re-cycling compet ition. Nomsa has collected quite a few cans, but the rest of the
buddies are not as committed . Nomsa gets quite upset saying the buddies are not serious about
winning this competit ion, at this rate the buddies will definitely NOT win the cornpetitionl l!' She
has heard on the radio that some teams have collected as many as 300 hundred cans, but the
buddies only have about seventy! And she collected nearly ALL of them!! Sandile comes with a
solut ion, he suggests to the buddies that they have a "clean-up Saturday" at his squatter camp.
They can collect cans for the competition, plastics for his mother to make mats and hats with,
and improve Sandile's area! The buddies agree that this is a GREAT idea! I n no time, they will
have LOTS of cans. The buddies decide to go to Mihloti's place to tell her about the great idea
(she is absent from school again, taking care of her father).
SCENE 2
Township street. Afternoon. On the way Nomsa is telling Duma about her mother's drinking
problem. She's afraid her stepfather might leave them if her mother carries on fighting with him.
~CENE 3
Mihloti 's place. Afternoon. The Buddyz tell Mihloti about their clean up idea, to catch up with
the leading team's can collection. Mihloti thinks this is a great idea. Mihloti's father overhears the
?uddies talking, He suggests that the buddies use his garage to store their cans, he is not using
It much anymore. Amani and Phumlani arrive and join the buddys. Phumlani's brought his radio,
the buddies sing along and have fun. They plan the clean up campaign.
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Haye nta- the price of bad thing
(This is a translation of Hayenta. J guest translated f ew pages of this drama as a
sample others wise the drama is longer than this. Further, the drama was put on air in





















Dani! Dani! Are you deaf Dani?
Oh, Honey ! Is that you Selam? I didn't know that it was you. I love you so
much that I couldn't stop thinking about you. I think so much about you that I
might neglect the red robot while driving and end in an accident. I apologise for
not coming to our appointment yesterday.
why do you ask for apology after you banked our appointment? I love you
from the bottom of my heart but I am not sure whether you do. I want you to
show me your love. I don't want to hear your flattering reasons.
I told you many times that I really love you. Once I open my heart to you, I
won 't give such kind of love to any body. Why do you doubt? As for
yesterday's appointment , I had a guest and I thought I asked for apology before
hand.
Hey Dani.You are full of excuses !!
Lets forget yesterday' s event. Shall we go out for tea?
No, not now. My dad sent me to do shopping. I have to buy goods for my
father's shop. We can meet tomorro w at 5pm in Senai Cafeteria.
-------------Transition music-----------
Dani my Brother, Why are you late? Are you ok?
Selam, Am I late? Selam was just telling me that she was in love with me. She
couldn't let me go .
What a surprise! Who are you talking about?
Your schoolmate -Selam Gurja.Don't you know her?
Oh! What does she know about love?! Dani I am surprised . What was your
response?
Lidya my honey! My answer was obvious. I dumped her. I am not fool to go
out with her.
yes, I thought you going to tell me you told her Ok. Please Dani brother , don't
go in the company of many nonsense people!
No, No, you don't have to worry about this things we have you 'good girl'!
But you have done a mistake, you were supposed to tell her Ok!
why are you saying like that? What do I have to say Ok for?
listen Dani-my brother; the world is all about business! You could have told
' Selam' the daughter of Andu (the rich man) that you love her, and then you
could have not only benefited yourself with the money but also myself.
look Lidu Sweaty; is Selam the daughter of Andu? I never knew she was his
daughter! Even now then, there is no problem; everything is still in my hands!




It's good enough that you told me she is the daughter of a rich man. I am cool
on my side! And you too do what you have to do from your side . And lets do
business from all sides !
I am cool from my side too, tomorrow I will see her in school and I will tell
her everything good about you- truth and illusion !










(calling from far away) Hi ! Hi! Hey you! Waite for me therel
hey Lidya! Is that you ? And I am thinking who is calling me. Why are you
walking slowly, isn 't it time to class?
never mind Selam sis (short for my sister) ! It is all the same. lets just walk
slowly.
No Lidya- lets go faster! Our test is on the first period. I need to go over the
pages just before class starts . For your surprise, my dad yesterday asked me to
look after the shop, so I never got the chance to study.
hey you Selam , when yesterday were you looking after the shop? Didn't I see
you in town with someone?
Yesterday, you are wrong Lidu sis. I never even left home.
Ok then take out my eyes! Didn 't I see you with Daniel?
aha! You are right , I forgot about it. It is when my dad asked me to shop for
him some stuff, and incidentally I met Dani there. But where do you know
Dani ?






It is good in fact , I wish if the y could willingly come to us to
check by themselves. Okay come in, Samuel.We will start by you , are you
willing if we can take sample blood from you and we will examine and you
will get the response?
:Yes, Doctor I am.
And you Selam are you also willing for what we were saying ?
Yes , I am also willing .
So ifboth of you don 't mind, come on Monday and you will be told the
result.
Samuel : Okay Doctor, we thank you .
Doctor: You don 't mention it, it is my job.
Daniel : Well , now I will meet Lidia by myself and will tell her and
make her understand . Both of you go together, see you on Monday right here .





Wow, exactly on time . Let all get in then .
Hey Daniel , did you meet Lidia? Did you tell her or not ?





Samuel and selam :
Doctor :
Samuel and selam :
Doctor













You can not believe about Lidia, after I told her , she was shocked and
now she is hospitalised.
Samuel and Se1am are you here?
Yes Doctor we are here . (together)
Alright; come in please. First of all welcome back .
Stay well Doctor.
Your results are here . For your pleasure you are both free .
Oh! God we thank you! (Both) .
I would like to say congratulations again , from now on wards both of
you must be honest to your marriage, respect each other, be true lovers .
Thank you Doctor. We are glad that we are free now, nothing will
happen to us in the future .
You are welcome.
Hi Daniel my brother, we are free! You rescued our life.
Daniel, you realy rescued our life so you deserve respect and a lot of
thanks you so much .
you too deserve Congratulations I Because you are true and innocent
lovers.
let us go and visit Lidea. Let us encourage her.
yes let us go and visit her. We should encourage and advise her.
Oh! Where did she go ? She was in this bed alon .
Yes , she was sleeping in this bed . But, it seemed that no body sleep on
it. Where did she go ?
let us find her. They may change her room
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ISSUES RAISED BY STATE PRESIDENT COVERED BY THE
S'I'ATION UKHOZI FM ARE AS FOLLOWS:
1. Support for small, medium and micro enterprises (SMME's)
• We have joined hands with Dept of Economic Dev. & Tourism-
more in particular Smme's desk , to promote the establishment of
small businesses this includes financing them and ident ifying
business opportunities.
• Tycoon - The station has had a programme with a company called
Enterprise Management and Innovat ion sponsored by US Aid.
The objective was to encourage people to form their own
businesses. The programme had experts in various business fields
to address specific topics .
• Ethekwini Business Centre - Programme that helps people to
register their businesses, drawing of business plans and help
source tenders .
• Inyanda Chamber of Business - There is a regular slot that covers
Entrepreneurship topics.
2. Violence (Especially against Women & Children)
• Several campaigns have been conducted . We joined forces
with Dept. of Health to raise awareness on violence against the
elderly women and children abuse . These were in a form of
outside broadcasts, talkshows and interviews.
Experts in our programmes were interviewed on the above
topics and promoted family valves . Organisations such as
FAMSA, Childline , NGO's and We lfare Organisations have been
part of these campaigns.
3. Comprehensive Programme Against Aids, Sexually -
I Transmitted Diseases.
• The monthly OB's on HIV/Aids Awareness Campaigns have
been conducted with the KZN Aids Action Unit (Dept. of Health).
• World Candlelight Ceremony and World Aids Day were
commemorated , for those affected and infected by the
pandemic .
• Religious Youth Rallies involved a speaker on HIV/Aids to
address the youth on the issues surrounding HIV/Aids.
I'· I' ( " ' '1 .,-1 ) I;,:" I" ;~',-~ /> -. I I v., ' . ' ,
100 OLD FORT R OAD , DU R B A N , 400 1
P .O. Box 1588 , D U R B A N 4000
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H ead: lIlY/Aids Unit
KZN Departmen t of Health
033 - 341 4008
2 M ay 2003
Subj ect: Quotation-I8 May 2003 : Maphumulo : Candle Li ghting Day
Ukh oz i FM will be doing an outsid e broadcast with th e Department of Hea lth ( K Z N
HIV /Aids Unit) on 18 M ay 2003 at Maphu mulo,
The total cost for this outside broadcast will be R60,000-OOincl. and consistin g of
th e followin g:
1. Two live crossings
2. Pre-prom o for a week before th e event
3. Two DJs from Ukhoz i FM
4. PA syste m
5. Stage
6. Telkorn broadcast line
7. M usic groups
S. Two technicians
9. 2000 seater tent
10. 2000 cha irs
11. 4 tab les
K in dly sc nd an ord er num ber to confirm this OB , na mes and teleph one numbers of
people to bc interviewed rcga rdi ng t his event.
T han k yo u very much.
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15 May 2003
To Bheki Msane
I would like to have these people interviewed, tomorrow, Friday 16th and Saturday
1i h May, 2003 . It is regarding an O.B, World Handlelight Ceremony.
Dr S.S.S. Buthelezi HIV/Aids Action U nit can be done on the 15:00-18:00 time slot
And two others, District Manager and The Mayor, Their names will be confirmed
ASAP.
I would suggest one to be on the 12:00-15:00 and another one on 09:00-
13:OO(Saturday).






Things I hate about you
2003
Background:
This show will look atwhat guys hate most about girls and what girls hate most about guys. Guys
would talk about girls in private telling each other that this one is so fat, or that they'd really like to
dothat girl over there but she thinks she's too perfect. Girls are aware of this and do their own bit
of bit chin' - "He's so immature", "I hate the way he dresses, can't he afford better, the 'All stars'
just aren't happening".
As a guy don't you hate it when you tryto ask agirl out and the friends become involved?The girl
seems to need approval from her crew - can't she make her owndecision. "0h! Rudeboy is such
an? Hole he thinks that he's so cool because he's on radioand will probablyexpect you togive it
up on the first night because he's a celebrity- Don't go out with him".
But I suppose it gets deeper than that all the way toguys who beat their girlsand girlswho play
guys for their money. What doyou hate most about the opposite sex-let's get it out in the open
tonight! - -···· _. . - . . .,- .. ... ..' .. - .... -'-"" ...... _--.....
Questions
..
1. What doyou hate most about guys/girls? '"'..
I::
[,
2. When you ask someone out - doyou ' I
'·1









you be making yourown decisions? · !
4. Can friends sometimes destroy a happy
relationship?
5. What about girls who are materialistic? ! I· :
: '
i
6. Do you hate guys who talkabout sex all
the time?
7. Is this necessarily a bad th ing? - Don't
you think that it could help you be
prepared forwhen you dohave sex?
8. Speaking about sex, doyou hate guys
who run away when they make a girl
pregnant?
9. Don't you think individuals are allowed to
chose the way they want tobehave at
the end of the day
;T- 2003 16 : 48 P. 01
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To: Rev. P.V. Zulu From: Nokwanda Kakana
Fax No: 031 362 5203 Date: 16/10/03
Tel No:
cc:
031 362 5110 No of Pages: 3
Re: Bambisananl HIV/AIDS Project
Dear Rev. Zulu
Please find attached a brief background on the Bambisanani Project as
discussed earlier with Jabu.
We would appreciate a free slot In one of your programmes.
Also Note the following dates for the planned activities In November:
• Lutshaya Sod Turning ( Drop-in centre) in Luslkisiki - 05/11/03
• KwaMpise Prayer Day In Blzana - 06/11/03
• Candle LIghting Memorial In Luslkisiki - 07/11/03
• HIV/AIDS Conference In Luslklslkl - 07 -08/11/03




















"Champions ot"HIV/AIDS care and support"
Brief background of the Project: .
In 2000, the Bambisanani Project was initiated as a comprehensive,
integrated, community-based response to the HIV/ AIDS pandemic. The
stimulus for the creation of the Bambisananl Project emerged in response
to the concern regarding the increasing numbers of returning migrant
workers with HIV/AIDS. TheProject is an independent, non-profit,
voluntary association of localcomm.~lnity organisations, the private sector,
Government representatives and·donors whose main·aim is to enable
communities to respond appropriately to the emerging HIV/ AIDS related
needs for care and support.
The stakeholder organisations include:
• The communities :of Blzona,Urnzhnkutu, Nfabankulu, Flagstaff and
Lusikislki .,' .. ""
• Civif society structures (e.g. chllr~s, traditional healers,
. NGOs/CBOs) ..: ' .
• The mining companies like Harmony, Anglo Gold
• Organised labour .
• . . Provincial, Regi<mal GOverhrMnt(mc:lLQ¢oI Government
• . Fundl~ organisation$ :': Br-:Isto/ M~yt.rs , Us ~ict US COMulate
, .
" ", : ' .. . . . .
Bambisanani is built on a broad;"ba$~ ..strategy,the main interventions of
which are.: . . . . ..
• Community CQpcicitY building: In·order to create a suitable
environment for home based ccir~ and support for Care and
Support forChil~ren in Disfress(c,INDI), capacity building
meetings and workshops havebeen and cont inue to be held
with the communities.
Home based core: 60 Care Supporters have been identified
and trained to provide care to people with terminal
conditions in their homes. .
Support groups: Drop-in centres are being established in




office. At each drop-in centre, support groups will be run
for People with AIDS (PWAs), women (particularly those who
are primary care givers), CINDI, bereaved families and
families caring for orphans.
• Income. generating activities (IGAS): IGAs such as building,
food-related, farming and/or other micro-enterprises will be
available at each of the drop-in centers.
• Care and support for children in distress (CINDI): The care
and support for identified CINDI consists of access to:
.:. The relevant Dept of Health and Dept of Welfare programmes (e.g.
nutrition/feeding scheme and grants)
.:. The drop-in centres for training, support group activities Q.nd income
generating activities
.~ Youth counsellors for support
.:. Peer educators to enhance their life skills
.:. The home bcsed care programme for support for children who are
pre-bereavement and bereavement support and placement of orphans.
The project impacts on the activities of some national and most provincial
government departments and the private sector, and provides support in
co-ordinating various initiatives and interventions to uplift our region.
Some of the recent Funders include the O.R. Tambo District Municipality
with the amount of R1.5 m, the US Consulate for R25 000.00 us dollars




Interview with Ukhozi FM Staffs
Interview with Annette Makhaya,
1. Are you communication manager for Ukhozi FM DIV/AIDS only or for other
too?
ANS: I am communication manager for SABC. I did not work for this radio station
only. As SABC, we have HIV committee that deals with internal messages but. We
also work with external stakeholders. In other words, I am the member of that
HIV/AIDS committee which also works to other radio station too. We work how to
help HIV/AIDS affected and infected. We also work with outside. Here, we attend
conference. I am also a member of HIV provincial. The radio station overall
programme are to make the people aware what is going on outside. It tells the people
what is happening in terms of monitoring. The radio station is everywhere to tell
people what is happening.
2. In what forms does Ukhozi FM present the message about HIV/AIDS?
ANS : well, I can say that they tell and inform the people what is going on. They also
educate in terms of drama HIV and AIDS . The aim of SABC is to inform, educate and
entertain, we inform people by telling in such and such place is something happening
in relation of HIV/AID S. In other words, we go to somewhere and cover it. Along the
story line of the drama, we tell who is infected and affected. So that , people can relates
this to their everyday life. We also use song.
3. Do you encourage target audience to write drama especially about DIV/AIDS?
ANS : Yes, absolutely.
4. How about songs?
ANS : There are some songs, which are played .
5. Do you have specific day for HIV/AIDS programmes
ANS : there is no specific day to my knowledge
6. So how do they address DIV/AIDS?
ANS : they try to address on their convenient days . There are specific days on
community days. During AIDS days, sometimes the whole week programmes are
about HIV/AIDS . They try to encourage people who are affected and infected . They
also talk about the morality issues . They do this now and then . Further, if there is
dinner we talk about it.
7. Do you repeat messages in this radio?
ANS: yes, we do . For instance, when the department of health gets outside broadcast,
they always asks Ukhozi FM to go with them . This occurs when there is some health
programmes or they build clinics. Ukhozi FM covers it.
8. Does this radio station have scriptwriters concerning DIV/AIDS?
ANS : not necessary. They do not necessary write them rather than produce them . In
other words, people in the community write script. In this radio station, they take the
script and assess them . If they find them okay , they read them .
9. Do you have co-partners in this radio stations?
ANS : Soul City, they talk about Hypertension, abuse, HIV. It goes in TV, SABC and
written in the newspaper and similar to the drama partnership with this radio station.
10. Is there any other organization, which send messages?
ANS: yes, the department of Health and Welfare are there . They also come to the
radio stations to say we now have to talk people. They also speaks to the public to get
cases when children are abused and all organization and NGOS dealing with HIVI
AIDS
11. Does this radio station do particular activities to maximize audience
participations?
ANS : this radio station encourages people to write drama some make and other does
not. Further, when the drama I selected, the radio station buy it. They buy the dramas
paying per episode. They also pay the people who come and read the script.
12. Is the script reader come from outside or inside?
ANS : yes, they come from outside. We do use some people who are good in reading
who come from outside. They can be a teacher, nurse, or anybody that are able to read
Zulu fluently and can express them . You can express the emotions and whatever that
in the way acceptable. They come to the studio . Some of them have works and some
of them do not.
13. Did this radio do assessment particularly with regard HIV/AIDS?
ANS : I don 't think. They do not necessary do just about HIV .
14. What challenges does this radio station facing to fight HIV/AIDS?
ANS : Well, the challenge is that people do not want to come out and talk about HIVI
AIDS because of the stigmatisation, which is the biggest challenge. People who are
affected do not want to talk about it. We do not know whether the big audience
listening to the media like or not. We do not know how the audience are interpreting
the information. There is no monitoring that what you are saying is taken as supposed
to be taken because they can interpret the way they want.
Interview with drama department manager Mister Brown Maphalala
1. Do you disseminate HIV/AIDS programmes in this radio station?
ANS . Yes, we do because of the HIV situation in South Africa one should say
something. In fact we did not concentrate on HIV only as special programme.
2. Do you have specific day?
ANS : We do not have any specific days. This is because each time we keep talking to
make people alert . Although we chose any time, especially we disseminate the
programme at the peak hour when people get time . We sometimes disseminate at
specific days when the government or minister wanted to say something to talk about
HIV .
3. Do you use drama? How often?
ANS : We use drama four times a day. That is, 10:40; 15:05; 19:40; 21:05 . These are
the drama times .
4. Do you have drama, which is about HIV?
ANS : We have had drama but not only concentrating about HIVI AIDS only.
Sometimes, the writer will give Zulu name like incurable snake . Instead calling it
HIV/AIDS . It is snake with venom, which cannot be cured , and you want to be alert
and then get them involve in a situation where they are .
5. Who acts the drama?
ANS : We get teachers from the nearby school. We get clerks from the nearby place .
We sometimes get police, factory personnel. We use our announcers when we get
short and we use school livers. The people of standard ten who do not have jobs and
they are good in drama action . We use them
6. Do you pay them or they are voluntary?
ANS : Yes, they are paid by the SABC.
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7. Do you produce the drama yourself or you get them from others?
ANS : Sometimes, they give us drama from Soul City and then I produced for SABC.
8. Do you translate them?
ANS : I did not translate them . Translators are hired by SABC what I do is actual
production in the studio . I evaluate the drama, choose people to participate in the
drama, casting and I correct sound effect in the studio.
9. Do the script written by others?
ANS : Other people like Soulbadiz, like Fouter education, write the scripts. All the
scripts comes from outside and sometimes we get from ordinary person from the
community members who are good in writing drama. They write the dramas and
SABC pay them for the dramas. SABC buys the drama from the writers and then we
produce them.
10. How often do the community contribute?
ANS : They are doing most of the drama production. Soul City is once a year and the
whole time is the community.
11. In producing the drama, what are the problems you face?
ANS : It is not really because of the HIV issue . But in drama generall y, our people are
not trained so I have to train them first and then see if they can understand what is
going on top of the drama production and all those things . Otherwise, most of our
listeners do not concentrate on the technical parts of any drama. They really like the
story line and makes a bit easily.
12. Do you repeat dramas?
ANS : We repeat the drama at the same day. That is, we play them in the morning and
then repeat them in the evening . Because, some people are working at night and some
people are during the day. So we play during the day and repeat them dur ing the
evening , mostly, during the evening .
13. Do you mean you repeat one drama in all this days?
ANS . Not on all days, it repeated only on the same days. We played some episode on
Monday morning and repeated on Monday evening and another episodes on
Wednesday morning and then it repeated in the evening like we playing four episodes
in a week and repeat them four times in the evening .
14. How is target community participation and contribution in this radio station?
ANS : Yes they contribute. You know there are university teachers and teachers who
contribute. They write the drama and give them to us.
15. Do they write about HIV/AIDS drama?
ANS. Va, but we discourage them from writing the same topic all of them because if
they are on same thing , It is not interesting for the listeners any more. I mean when
you are educating the community, you remember you need a business. We should get
many listeners as wean.
16. Do they also send the material?
ANS : Va, they do . In fact, with soul city and lovel.ife, they give a lot of worming to
our listeners and we are doing the something and we are trying to make people aware
and alert because the main danger are when people are not aware .
17. For the drama you disseminate in this radio, do you also disseminate in
newspaper or TV?
ANS : Well, we do inform people in newspaper what dramas are all playing on air
because something you find that people are concentrating on TV. When actually
something works are on radio . Usually we use the press . Otherwise, it is not really
possible to show what goes on TV in radio because of the difficult listening the
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people. It is easy with radio . You can describe any thing in radio but in TV you cannot
show everything.
18. Do you repeat the same topic but indifferent form?
ANS : But in that question, you find the radio drama is more effective than the TV
drama because people always in their time in the evening .
19. What are the main means which audience send their comment?
ANS: Audience send letters about the dramas . They always say that we should play
the dramas again and again . But, you know we have to move forward so we cannot
repeat them .
20. Do you do any research before you disseminate the messages?
ANS: We do research all the time . We do research after we disseminate and one way
of doing research is to make the audience to write comment. The drama may have 40
episodes and we do the research at the end after the last episodes. We ask them to
write their comments about the actors and players . We also prepare 15munites
programmes in the study about the comments they gave us . We read their letters and
answer some of the questions.
21. Do you produce the whole material or you only adjust?
ANS: We adjust them.
22. What are the challenges you get to prepare the dramas?
ANS: Well, one thing you got to know when you produce a drama, first, you have to
know the type of audience working with . Number two; you should get to know the
story line. It is not just the usual story line because people will never like to listen the
obvious. They are always like to get surprises something new all the time and very
much challenging. As I have said you have to train your players because they can
make the story very good and bad .
23. How many staffs or personnel's does this department have?
ANS : as I have told you , I am doing the work of the manager, producer and the work
of receptionist all alone and I am only meet the recording staffs and they are the
members of the drama quality team . There is a lot
Interview with Linda Sibiya DJ
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes? How many days per weeks/months?
ANS : yes, we have a programme called love life. Every Tuesday half past five4:00-
30-5 . We also touch the topic of HIV and AIDS . One day only but we touch also
during my programmes
2. Do you have constant time?
ANS : No, I would not say constant. People love Ukhozi FM at any time . The DJ can
talk about HIV and AIDS . The DJ between 9:00-12 :00am Saturday. We can talk. The
way I put message cannot be the same like the morning. The same messages can be
presented in different by different. Besides, we do not wait for specific days because
HIV/AIDS is killing people. We should talk change the message even about the same
topic. In fact , you are giving more energy today to talk about it. We have to teach our
people Everyday.
3. What forms do you use to disseminate the messages against HIV/AIDS
ANS : we use drama, talk show, and interviewing guests : For example, we have youth
drama in LoveLife for three minutes ; we have also series drama. We sometimes also
use HIV positive people to speak . On the coming Monday next week, we will have
someone HIV positive who will speak about HIV in this radio station. There were also
HIV infected ladies who came to the studio to talk about HIV. We also do panel
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discussion and interview with guest speaker who come to the studio and speak about
HIV and AIDS . We also tell the listener to call-in, ask, talk and comment about HIV
and AIDS. Especially, talk show is powerful because people speak to their minds. I
use talk show to talk about HIVIAIDS , safe sex; condom. Further, LoveLife has a lot
of topic on HIV and AIDS .
4. Do use music?
ANS: Yes Music is actually fine. The problem is whence they get music they
concentrate on it rather than listening to the messages I on the topic. Hence, it is better
if first talk and then play the music at the end . I believe that it is good if you have a
musician who is well known to play the song composed on HIV/AIDS .
5. In the dramas you use in this radio, do you bring people from outside of the
studio?
ANS: The actors of the dramas are from outside such as university . They are paid to
act.
6. Do the messages that you preparel use also disseminates through other medium
such as TV, newspaper, movies or others conditions?
ANS : We have got the partnership between SABC and soul city. Ukozi FM gets some
drama. We get partnership sometimes.
7. Do the message you disseminate through Ukozi FM disseminate in other media.
ANS : Not I will be lying that but they have campaign and they running.
8. How do target audience participate in fighting HIVI AIDS through this radio?
ANS : Our people are getting to use it, if it is at all. You know when you are talking
about HIV; you should go to the rural area and teach them. And now if you talk about
HIVIAIDS, they understand it. I think a lot of print and other media , department of
health, Ukhozi FM and other organization talk about HIV more. Hence, when you
open a line, people talk about HIV and give advise to the youth. They say to people
please be cautious AIDS is killing people. Please be cautious do not indulge your self
in sex, Abstain.
In Ukhozi FM, we run a program with Durban Christian Centre in KZN called
abstinence walk. I was part of the walk from Port Shebstain until Petermarsburge. I
was reporting while I was walking with the youth who were saying : we abstain . I had
girl friend but now I think it is not the right to have sex before marriage.It was good
thing . We had Doctors such as DR. Kelinkize from the Department of Health in
KwaZulu natal, Mantushabalala who is from the national parliament. She was
walking with us. We also had posters . People came and supported the walk . So
Ukhozi FM was part of it. Our message was : Please abstain, abstain, and do not
indulge yourself in sex.
9. How often does this abstinence walk happen?
ANS : It happens twice a year. People are willing to participate and follow it every
year. You see, if youth in different province meet (Knoten, Mpumlamga, Sewazi ,
KwaZulu Natal, Free State). And say we just abstain not sex before marriage, they can
understand. They are youth saying that they know now that they are not sweet in the
parcel. If they sit down and say guys AIDS is killing and take them to the hospital and
tell them that" this gay are dying of HIV and they will listen ."
10. Do you do research on producing?
Lovelife and Ukhozi FM is number one . According to the research the youth are
preparing to listen to my program in Ukhozi FM Monday and Tuesday. In fact , they
are demanding lovel.ife from Monday to Friday lovel.ife although it is once a week .
This means the youth want to have it from Monday to Friday.
11. How often do you do research before you disseminate the message?
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ANS : It takes me one day.
12. when you disseminate the message do you do impact analysis?
ANS: Yes, we have to be very conscious when we talk about HIV and AIDS . Youth
must understand like I am doing the program and who got the message. Number two ;
there are some body that is in the hospital that do not want to tell people who die. He
or she is HIV positive and apparently they have a message that day or this day my son
or daughter HIV . So you must be analytic when you come on air and talk. This is very
conscious. When you start you must have to tell the listeners that now you want talk
about HIV/AIDS . Now, gays AIDS kills and has somewhere when and how you can
project the message to that because they are listening. So you must talk very serious .
Research after lovel.ife shows that it doing very well. So it means fine.
13. how do you describe entertainment-Education
ANS: Yes, we did in Howeten with the LoveLife. That is while entertaining, you must
educate. So, edutainment is fine but sometimes it is difficult to explain while
entertaining.
Interview with manager of culture and religion Rev. Prince Zulu
Can you give me some information how Ukhozi FM begins?
Zulu programme in this radio started in 1941 in Zulu Language only in half hour . But
this Radio started legally in 1960. It was called Radio Bantu at that time. Later on
from 1970s its name became Radio Zulu . From the early 1990s this name changed to
Ukhozi Radio in order to eliminate the discrimination and to include Non Zulu groups.
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes?
ANS : Yes we do. In our station it is a policy that every day we should say something
about AIDS . We encourage the announcer to say something about AIDS 10 to 30
minutes ' programmes at least three times per week.
2. In what forms do you disseminate the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We mix entertainment with education. We call it Infotainment. We use music,
talk show, drama short interviews, interviews with influential people such as religious
leaders, and expertise, chat show programmes - people give comments, we invite
people on the studio to debate and discuss , debate, and others.
3. Do you have any song (s) targeted against HIV/AIDS? If yes, what are/is the title?
ANS : We use a form of lyric as entertainment. We invite people to the studio and say
something about AIDS . And then we put music at the end to entertain the people and
keep them. We use gospel music
4. Who are the characters in the drama? From the radio station or the community?
ANS : Normally, we use talented people from outside. They come from the community
and we pay them according the episodes.
5. How do you prepare education element along with entertainment?
ANS: We use infotainment. We say something about AIDS- then music- then about
AIDS-then music .. .so people listen the AIDS message because they wait for the
music. After the talk, we use competition. So people wait to the competition and do
not cloth their radio .
6. At what time do you disseminate the messages against HIV?
ANS : Based on the different age groups, ifit is for youth, it is normally at 4:00 or 4:30
pm. If it is for women, and other people who are not at work, it is between 9:00-12;00
am, it depends. When we are setting the time, we take target groups into consideration.
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We choose appropriate time according to their convenient time to listen, not working
hours. If people are rushing to work, they can switch of their radio, because they need
more music. So we choose appropriate time .
7. Do you receive audience compliance about the time?
ANS : Not about time , but about how we handle the programmes cultural respect. For
example, in English to call the people's name is not problem, but in Zulu most people
do not want to call their names . This is the cultural situation.
8. How many times do you broadcast one message against HIV/AIDS? Why?
ANS : Normally we do not repeat programmes unless they are very important. Because
we have enough fresh materials so we want to proceed to the new one. But if people
request us to repeat, we repeat the programme. We get fresh information from the
department of health so we don not repeat that much unless people asked us
9. Do you have scriptwriter(s) or you get them from others?
ANS : No, we don 't have , we buy the programmes like drama from scriptwriters.
There are some people from outside. The department of health and other organizations
prepare the message and the announcer read them . They also assign people to come to
the studio and they tell the people about HIV. People also ask them questions and they
answer.
10. Do you have co-partners such as scriptwriters, organizations, directors with
whom you work to design the messages aga inst HIV?
ANS : Yes , we have such as the Ministry of Health, the municipality, district council ,
religious organizations, the national health department and NGOs such as Soul City,
and Love life. Usually they prepare the message and send to us . So we use them . They
also conduct their own research and they have good knowledge about HIV so they tell
us how to conduct the programme.
11. Do the messages that you preparel use also disseminates through other medium
such as TV, newspaper, movies or others conditions?
ANS: Yes SABC television programmes also disseminate similar programmes, but not
exactly the same . The nature of radio and TV is different. So they prepare in the ir own
way .
12. How do target audience participation in fighting HIVI AIDS through this radio?
ANS : We have about 6.4 million listeners. So people would like to form a partnership
with Ukhozi radio . In addition, they participate by telephone, and they come here and
talk to us . We also invite popular people like Minister and speak about the use of
condoms.
13. In what activities do audience participate?
ANS : They come here and talk. They also talk by telephone. They also send scripts .
14. How do you assess the effectiveness of the messages you disseminate against
HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We get more feedback from the audience, and we check if they really do listen
the programmes. They telephone us and we speak with them . They also criticize us
and we discus it. We ask them by telephone
15. In general, how do you get feedback from audiences?
ANS : Mostly by telephone and we encourage them to write us a letter, and we ask
them whether they are happy or not with our programme.
16. Do you do a research before you prepare the messages? Why?
ANS : We look at the Internet to get the information about the issue . We also ask
people to know if they know about the use of condom and other important things . We
want to understand whether people are familiar with it and to what extent they are
familiar
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17. What are the major problems you are facing in preparing the entertainment-
education message against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : when we are talking about HIV/AIDS and other sex related issue, we often
afraid of irritating people. We don 't want to make them angry . In addition people
challenge us to be very innovative and we must be creative because as time is
changing, we must cope with the time and be creative.
18. How do you solve these problems?
ANS : We don't say too much together, we say bit by bit because we cannot keep
quite . We say something and try to understand what people say about it bit by bit until
the people became familiar with the information.
19. Do you use messages created in other countries? Which country?
ANS : We do not import ready material but some information from outside and adjust
and prepare them ourselves. We do not use outside materials, as they are hut we
present them in a local way. Further, local is better than the imported so we prefer
local programmes.
Interview with Ningi Mogobozi PR in Ukhozi FM
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes? If yes, how many days per weeks/months?
ANS : We try to include it in all our programs. The SABC have a general policy to
include about HIV/AIDS in our programs. We have almost all the time,
2. In what forms do you disseminate the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS: We have radio drama (Soul city), talk show, outside broadcasting organized by
the radio station and Health department for communities about HIV/AIDS incorporate
songs and the participation of celebrities .
3. Do you have any song (s) targeted against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We play songs especially Gospel songs give the people hope and teach morality .
We also include popular songs like Koyto to attract the young to listen our program.
We select songs from music library often selected by the DJ and the songs have to
match program that follows .
4. Who are the characters in the drama?
ANS : The scripts may come from ordinary people. But we have a drama department
that produces and short dramas for the station. We buy scripts from any ordinary
people or writer, then the drama unit acts it and the material becomes SABC's
property.
5. At what time do you disseminate the messages against HIV?
ANS: Dramas like Soul City usually broadcasted from 9:00-12 :00 and in the evening
at 8:00PM.We try to select convenient time for our audience especially for the dramas
and other short plays. But, since we believe that radio is every where, we assume
people listens our programmes through out the day at any time and anywhere whether
they are in a taxi, at work place, or at home. So we simply disseminate our programs
with out giving much attention to the timing.
6. How many times do you broadcast one message against HIV/AIDS? Why?
ANS : Yea, we repeat some dramas and important messages; mostly we repeat them
twice. Repeating is helpful because some of the audience who miss the program can
have a chance to listen to it again. Repetition also reinforces peoples understanding of
the message.
7. How do you produce the messages against HIV/AIDS for this radio?
ANS: We buy scripts from ordinary people, from the community or anywhere. The
department unit workout and prepare then as a radio drama format. We also get
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information from newspaper or department of health and process the message in a way
it suits to be more attractive and informati ve to radio listeners . We also get prepared
dramas from ' Soul City ' directly from the SABC and translate into Zulu . some staff
members also participate in writing scripts. Eg Cosmos, technician in our department
has written a drama in Zulu language called ' IMAMBA EYEHLULA IZIBIBA'
meaning ' the sake without cure ' . It stresses about the seriousness of the HIV/AIDS
8. Do the messages that you prepare/ use also disseminates through other medium
such as TV, newspaper, movies or others conditions?
ANS : Radio Ukhozi is part of SABC. Thus it has closer links with the other
broadcasting units under this corporation. So we exchange materials when needed . A
program broadcasted in TV may also be broadcasted in our radio station if it is good.
So we have closer link with the broadcasting media and publication units . This helps
us to get more resource. Programming materials and information
9. Do you have link with other organizations like Soul City or other?
ANS : We have links with NGOs, like Soul City, we have links with health
departments.
10. How do audience participate in the program?
ANS : We encourage audience to participate in our program by opening the phone line.
The Outside Broadcasting is also a good way of involving to participate in our
program. Outside Broadcasting is a way of involving the audience by taking the studio
into the communities and allows people to discuss about their own issues . They also
write scripts and give their ideas . We also encourage people to comment or forward
their suggestion to us either by phoning or fax or some times by coming to our studio .
II . How do you assess the effectiveness of the messages you disseminate about
HIV/AIDS?
ANS : By the feedback we get from audience. The number of calls made and the
comments forwarded from our audience the immediate means the effectiveness of our
program.
12. In general, how do you get feedback from audiences?
ANS : We get feedback through telephone and letters
13. Do you do a research before you prepare the messages?
ANS : We did not employ research to produce the materials. In most instance either
we buy them from other people or get them form Soul City or ministry health or other
organizations.
Interview with Alex Mthinane DJ
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes?
ANS: We don't have a regular and specific program about HIV/AIDS, but we often
include about HIV/AIDS in our every day programs. We comment about it. it is Often
disseminated mixed with the other programs. Almost everyday
2. In what forms do you disseminate the messages about HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We use dramas ,talk shows and inviting guest speakers, AIDS activists such
Zacki Achamat was in our program one day, short advertisings/spot. We broadcast
inspirational music that boost people's moralit y and teaches society to be aware of
HIV/AIDS .
3. Do you have any song (s) targeted against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : I can 't remember exactly now but most gospel songs although they do not
directly mention about HIV/AIDS , they have strong effect in teachin g society to act
and behave properly and morally. Thus we play them in our studio quite often .
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4. At what time do you disseminate the messages about HIV? Why?
ANS : Mostly, in the morning from 6:00 up to 9:00 and in the evening from 7:00 up to
9:00.Because these are the times that we get most of our audience listening our
program. This is also their free time .
5. How many times do you broadcast one message about HIV/AIDS? Why?
ANS : Mostly twice. This gives people chance to listen for those who miss the
program. But we some times change the style or format with the same message to
make .
6. How do you produce the messages about HIV/AIDS for this radio?
ANS : the Health departments produce materials and we organize it in away suitable to
the station. We get from newspapers and we comment on it. We get dramas and
articles from community people, from Soul City, LoveLife.
7. Do you have scriptwriter(s) or you get them from others?
ANS : We do not have but we get the material from NGOs, National AIDS found ation ,
National Association of People living with HIV/AIDS . We also interview famous
HIV/AIDS activities like Zachi .
8. Do the messages that you prepare/ use also disseminates through other medium
such as TV, newspaper, movies or others conditions?
ANS : Radio Ukhozi being under SABC, we have closer links with different
Television and radio stations and newspaper publications that are under SABC. We
exchange materials and resources among each other with in the SABC's broadcasting
and print media .
9. How do audience participate in the program?
ANS : They participate by providing their comment when we invited then to the
station, through telephoning and fax. They also participate in organizing outside
broadcasting and visiting communities.
10. Are there any efforts that you done to maximize audience participations in
fighting HIV/AIDS through this radio?
ANS : we broadcast announcements that encourage people to participate in the
program and to send their message to us . We also send our announcement through
local newspapers.
11 . How do you assess the effectiveness of the messages you disseminate against
HIV/AIDS?
ANS: we assess them by the comment people give us . We ask audience to send us
their feelings and opinions, by the number of calls made and positive comments
forwarded to the station.
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Appendex 10
Transcribed and translated interview with staffs of Radio Dimisti-Hafash
Interview with Simon Zewde Educational Desk
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes? If so how many days per week?
ANS : Yes, we have two days per week health programmes, which are on Monday and
Wednesday. HIV programme is always on Monday.
2. What forms do you use to disseminate the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We disseminate the messages in the forms of drama, normal script (reportage,
documentary,) and spot after the news, Talk show . We also talk with HIV affected
people, interview with religious people, medical experts. We also use sometimes, like
story telling. We also do interview with experts such as doctors and with the people
who are HIV positive. We also use radio spot always after the news .
3. Do you have any song (s) targeted against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : Yes, we have very little in number , which broadcast in the air often . However,
you can ask the radio station programmers because they know more about this.
4. Who are the actors in the drama? (From the radio station or the community)
ANS : We ourselves prepared the drama . The actors are from the radio station most of
the time although we sometimes bring people from outside. Most of the time, we
make characters few in number and we also make them antagonist. Besides, our
dramas are short so they do not continue for long time.
5. How do you prepare education element along with entertainment?
ANS : First we bring the facts . And then , in order to be believable, we supported it
with examples . We make the drama entertaining by adding something that makes
people interesting. For example , we say that our mothers say like this .
6. At what time do you disseminate the messages against HIV?
ANS : We broadcast the message about 7:00 PM in the morning and about 8:00 PM in
the evening . Sometime, we broadcast it in the noon .
7. Why do you choose this time?
ANS : We choose the above time because people especially farmers and those who
works during this time are free. So, they can listen the message and get the
information. They are also in their home during these times. But, during the midday
everybody is busy to do his or her own business
8. Do you receive audience compliance about the time?
ANS: We do not get audience complain about this time. But sometimes, they inform
us about the dramas we prepare concerning how they should be. In fact , accordi ng the
audience research, many people say that our programme is fine/good.
9. How many times do you broadcast one message against HIV/AIDS? Why?
ANS : One message repeats two times on the day it disseminates . But , it does not
repeat on other days. We do this because those who do not get the chance to listen the
message in the morning they can listen it in the evening and visa versa.
10. Do you think repeating the messages in the radio can help the audience to grasp
the messages?
ANS : yes, repeating is very important and good because if you listen the information
again, it does not harm you . It also clarifies for some message you understand
wr~ngly. But , it is not attractive to listen for drama , which listen in previou s time
agam.
11. How do you produce the messages about HIV/AIDS for this radio? Why?
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ANS : Before interview, I get general understanding about the thing, which I want to
interview. I also prepare the questions for the interview. And then I interview. I also
think how I should use the idea . If there is unclear to the audience, I ask them again. I
also consult the ministry health and other countries experience. We also collect
documents and information from Internet and books. This helps us to have some ideas
for the interview. We also write based on other peoples understanding.
12. Do you have scriptwriter(s)? If yes, how many?
ANS : There is educational desk and this desk prepares most the messages against
HIV . We are two scriptwriters.
13. Do you have co-partners such as scriptwriters, directors with whom you work to
design the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : There are no co-partners who cooperate in script writing except those scripts
which written by audience outside of the radio station. We prepare all the scripts and
then direct the drama ourselves by helping and commenting each other.
14. Do the messages that you prepare also disseminate through other media such as
TV, newspaper, movies or others channels?
ANS : It does not transmitted through radio or TV . But , we sometimes share ideas and
they take the ideas and then prepare a story.
15. Do you have partnerships/Iink with other organizations to design messages on
HIV IAIDS like HAMSET?
ANS : yes, HEMSET , ministry of health and Bedho an organization of the people who
have HIVIAIDS cooperates with us. Ministry of Health cooperates with us by sending
some books and scripts, which we use for reference. We use it by translating it to
Tigrigna. HMSET finances all the messages that produce and disseminate to the
audience. Especially, ministry of health documents helps us as the sources sometimes.
16. Do you use any theoretical framework for designing the scripts Imessages?
ANS : no, we do not use any specific theory although it might be helpful to make the
script and messages very attractive
17. Who are your target audience?
ANS: Since you cannot differentiate parents and young people, our messages are
targeted for both of them .
18. Do target audience participate in producing HIV/AIDS messages you broadcast?
ANS : Almost no because there are very few people from the target audience who
participate by sending some scripts such as drama as well as by asking about our
programmes. For example, HAYENT is a drama that is produced by target audience
and broadcast in the radio station for sex time in the radio in this year. We also
encourage them to talk about HIV and to send their comment and other scripts.
19. How do you assess the effectiveness of the messages you disseminate against
HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We know through comment we receive from audience, audience research,
which is done recently, through informal talks with friends when we meet them and
other people about the programmes. We also assess the programme through letters; we
receive from audience, the comments which ministry of Health gives .
20. Do you do research before you prepare the messages?
ANS : Yes, before I go to prepare something, I ask and refer about the question. I want
to ask and write.. I also read books and Internets in order to have clear ideas about the
things I want to prepare the messages.
21. Do you do audience impact analysis after you disseminate certain messages
against HIV/AIDS?
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ANS: No, we do not do any audience impact analysis because we do not have enough
facilities . We have also few people to do that. There is no budget.
22. How do you evaluate the messages you disseminate in relation to entertainment
and education?
ANS : We can call it as educational information because most of the time , we
emphasise education. The elements of entertainment are almost few .
23. What are the major problems you are encountering in preparing the
entertainment-education message against HIV/AIDS?
ANS: Less numbers of people. We do not get enough people who can read what we
write. We do not also get incentive for what we do .
24. Do you use messages produced in other countries?
ANS : We do not use until now. But we sometimes take the Ugandan cases as
example. We do this to take the information only otherwise we do not use it by
translating.
Interview with Absara Tewelde
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes?
ANS: Yes, we have two days per week for health programmes, which are on Monday
and Wednesday. HIV programme is always on Monday.
2. In what forms do you disseminate the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We use normal scripts to teach the people. This deals how HIV transmits and
what kinds of people transmit it. We use drama, which deals with how people get HIV
after they involve with many sexual partner. We present this in such a way people can
learn from it. Talk show on Wednesday, in this programme people come to the studio
and discusses about the issues of HIV and some phone-in to participate in the
discussion . We also discuss with experts from the ministry of health and they give
their advice. We also talk with religious leader because in our country people hear and
believe them. This is present in a sort of panel discussion.
3. Which forms do you use most of the time? Why?
ANS : We use debating or panel discussion because this enables many people to
participate. Further, it is highly accepted by the society. For example, in one hour from
25-30 people can participate in the discussion through the telephone. They can also
meet and exchange ideas very easily. Drama is also another format , which is widely
used in the radio station because many people like it.
4. Do you have any song (s) targeted against HIV/AIDS? Who are the singers?
ANS : Yes, we have songs, which come from the people in the Defence Force. For
example, Munasie Belay. There is also music , which informs the people to take care
from HIV/AIDS . The singers are ordinary people but the famous people do not have
song.
5. Who are the actors in the drama? (From the radio station or the community?
ANS : The actors of the dramas are the members of the Radio station and Ministry of
Information, that is, the newsreader, writer, announcer and others. We do this because
radio drama should not read like a normal script or news. Hence, we have the
experience of reading as the result we present it with good reading. Sometimes, the
radio station also brings few people from outside to participate. Further, we present it
in two opposing form . For example, I act as sexy or care less person. We also present
the characters in such a way that they regret for all bad thing that they have been
doing.
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6. At what time do you disseminate the messages against DIV?
ANS : We have two day per week for health programmes, which are on Monday and
Wednesday. On Monday, we disseminate information about HIV about 7:15am in the
morning and about 8:30pm in the evening. This means we broadcast one message two
times per day . Further, we also disseminate spots every day after news. On
Wednesday, we disseminate about other health issues.
If the message is very important, it repeats in other days in radio lara. For example,
one drama called Nibahri Lewti (behaviour change) which broadcast for 12 times put
on air in Radio lara FM for the interest of the target audience.
7. Do you think repeating the messages in the radio can help the audience to grasp
the messages?
ANS : If we have shortage of material, we repeat it. Even if the message is the same,
we repeat it in different form . For example, those present in the form of drama should
be present in normal script form and Vic Vera. Because if you repeat it as it is, people
will be bored. Even they say why they are repeating the message. People needs new
thing and it is better to explain them by creating new things .
8. Do you have scriptwriter(s)? *If yes, how many?
ANS : I like to write poem and short stories . We get some dramas from the audience.
We use some of them and we leave other, which do not have importance.
9. Do you have co-partners such as scriptwriters, directors with whom you work to
design the messages against DIV/AIDS?
ANS : We have skilled people in our department so we did not get document from
outside. Since all the staff members ' have the skill, we correct and comment each
other. We do not keep quit while we are observing wrong thing . there is no people
who come from outside and help us. But, We get drama from people outside the radio
station. We use some of them.
10. Do the messages that you prepare/ use also disseminates through other medium
such as TV, newspaper, movies or others channels?
ANS : Except radio lara, we do not cooperate or work together with other media . But,
the Ministry of health took one radio drama from us recording the sound to prepare it
in video form . If the drama we prepare and broadcast had been broadcast in TV in the
form of drama, it would be helpful in educating the society.
11. Who are your target audience?
ANS : The message is targeted to family and the youth between the age of 18 and 40.
12. Do the target audience participate in producing messages about DIV/AIDS?
ANS: target audience follow the programmes. when we plan to do panel discussion,
we also invite our listeners to participate in the discussion. Here, we tell them when
we will do the discussion too .
13. Do you have any drama, song or other against HIV/AIDS produced by the target
audience, which is broadcast via this radio?
ANS : Yes , target audience participates by sending script such as drama, poem and by
giving their opinions. Especially, they give a comment about dramas how they should
have been . They also give comment whether the actors were good or not and they also
comment about the people who infected by HIV in the drama. Hayenta was
contributed from the target audience.
14. How do you assess the effectiveness of the messages you disseminate against
DIV/AIDS?
ANS : We get feedback through letters, telephone and there are also few people who
come to the radio station and give the feedback . Some also give us their comment
when they get us outside in person.
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15. Do you think that these messages help the audience to change their habit/ways of
life?
ANS : I think it is helping people because when HIV related issue broadcast in the
radio all people even old mothers listen to it. After they listen to , .they ~ell ~o their
children to take care from the radio disease (HIV-some mothers call It Radio disease) .
In fact , "you say AIDS-AIDS and you will have AIDS" as some mothers used to tell
me.
16. Do you do research before you prepare the messages?
ANS : We do not do research
17. Do you do audience impact analysis after you disseminate certain messages
against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : Although we do not do audience impact analysis, we have four months old
research unit in the radio station. Recently, this unit did general research concerning
the whole radio programmes. From this research, we come to know that people follow
and receive well the HIV messages. They said that messages are helping the youth in
understanding and informing about HIV/AIDS .
18. Can you describe what entertainment -education?
ANS : I cannot describe it.
19. What are the major problems you are encountering III preparing the
entertainment-education message against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We are few in number and there is shortage of budgets. We also loaded with a
lot of work.
20. Q: Do you use messages produced in other countries? If yes, which country/ies?
ANS : We do not use any script by translating it but some of our listener sends to us
some script by translating from some books.
Interview with Amanuel Ghebrat DJ
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes in this radio station?
ANS : Yes , we have two days per week health programmes, which are on Monday and
Wednesday. HIV programme is on Monday.
2. In what forms do you disseminate the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS: We use drama, normal script (reportage, documentary,) interview, spot after the
news . Talk show, panel discussion, and song from the Defence Forces. Talking with
HIV affected and affected people, interview religious people, medical expertise and
doctors. we present them in a dramatic ways . Radio spot are also always there after the
news .
3. Do you have any song (s) targeted against HIV/AIDS? Who are they?
ANS : We have songs, which come from the youth who are in the national service with
Eritrean Defence Forces. For example, there is a song, which is sung by Munase.
There is also a song which song by Kahsay Berhe and Alex. These are also other
singers which I cannot remember though very few.
4. Who are the actors in the drama? From the radio station or the community?
ANS : Most of the actors are from the radio station : the newsreader, writer, announcer
and others. Sometimes, people from outside also participate but not often . In the
drama, we reflect negative and positive role modelling . For example, in one drama I
acted as HIV carrier. There is one who has good morals and there are also others who
have bad behaviour. We also act in the playas waiter at minimum level and as
HIV/AIDS carrier
5. At what time do you disseminate the messages about HIV/AIDS?
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ANS : We have health programme on Monday and Wednesday in which Monday is
devoted to HIV/AIDS programmes. We also disseminate on Sunday. We can say that
it has more than enough time . It broadcast on Monday morning about 7:00AM and in
the evening about 8:00PM
6. How many times do repeat one message about HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We repeat and broadcast the messages on the same day two times . This means
in the morning, evening and sometimes on the noon in case it is not convenient on the
evemng.
7. How do you produce the messages about HIV/AIDS for this radio? Why?
ANS : Although I did not write about HIV, there are no enough and complete books.
We direct and write the play ourselves. We receive only raw material! un processed
scripts. Therefore, we rewrite and change it. That is, we change the climax to
resolution and the resolution to climax . Anyway, we create everything. Especially,
Brikiti, and myself we do a lot of effort sometimes we write them ourselves in order to
suit the radio drama. We did not receive complete script so we rewrite it again.
8. Do the messages that you preparel use also disseminates through other medium
such as TV, newspaper, movies or others channels?
ANS : I am not the client of TV but there is no relation in my opinion.
9. Do you have partnerships/link with other organizations in disseminating and
preparing messages about HIV/AIDS?
ANS : I know HAMSET. However, this organization does not help us. Even we did
not get any accreditation letter, which says that we did well. They often need
somebody known and if we had been known they would give us a lot of many . They
did not cooperate. They only encourage people who already have the reputation .
10. Who are your target audience?
ANS : The youth who are living in city because they are careless and they do not
accept the messages about HIVIAIDS . On the contrary, in rural area people receive
very soon as well as easily . In town, people say that HIV/AIDS do nothing. Therefore,
these are our target audience
11. How do you assess the effectiveness of the messages you disseminate against
HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We assess through letter, telephone and recently through audience research,
which is conducted by the radio station.
12. How do you evaluate the messages you disseminate in relation to entertainment-
education?
ANS : I did not know clearly but it seems for me that teaching people while
entertaining.
13. What are the major problems you are encountering in preparing the
entertainment-education message against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We have shortages of people who can act the drama. All the dramas are acts by
the studio workers such as reporters and news reader. This means we do not have
enough time to rehearse time , the radio drama seems like a mere reading. Since people
are forced to read the drama leaving their work, they do not get enough time . There
are no enough budgets; we do not bring people from outside of the studio. We have
~lso lack of sufficient information particularly from Ministry of Health. For example,
If they could send to us some cases they encounter about testing HIVIAIDS without
mentioning the name , it would be helpful to write nice scripts . Anyway, to avoid the
problems, we try to solve all the problems ourselves in our own efforts .
14. Do you use messages produced in other countries?
ANS: I did not see any until now.
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Interview with Birikti Kidanemariam
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes?
ANS : Yes , we have two days per week for health programmes, which are on Monday
and Wednesday. HIV programme is on Monday and general other health issue on
Wednesday.
2. In what forms do you disseminate the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS: We use interview with experts, drama, and short articles like reportage, short
dialogue, and spot after the news . We have also talk show and Panel discussio n with
religious leader and health experts like doctors.
3. What isl are contents of messages?
ANS : The content of most dialogues is how to avoid fear of HIV/AIDS among the
people. Since young people are so hot in behaviour so they can do sex negligently .
Therefore, the messages targeted to make them aware about HIV/AIDS without
creating fear. The content also deal in informing the young generation how and if what
activities they do can HIV/AIDS can transfer to them . In informing! identifying the
way HIV transfers clearly . It also deals with the messages that focus on avoiding
stigmatisation against people who are HIV positive and from isolation of the social
life. Furthermore, to make everybody responsible for not transmitting the disease to
others without feeling responsible and other information which can educate people.
This is to help people to protect themsel ves from becoming infected.
4. Do you have any song (s) targeted against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : Yes , we have songs which are sang by few Eritrean artists such as Samuel
Tages, Kahsai Berhe and Alex and other singers who are the members of the Defence
Force.
5. Who are the characters in the drama? (From the radio station or the
community)
ANS : There is an understanding that the changes begin in the society or the nuclear
family. Therefore, the characters act as father , mother and children . Since in our
society we did not speak openly about sex, peer education is important in this case .
This is done because we believe peer education makes the young people to understand
each other. Besides, in the drama, we playas HIV positive and as HIV negative. In
most of the time, the people who act in the drama are from the radio station. That is,
the newsreader, writer, announcer and others. Sometimes, people from out side also
participate. Some people say that HIV is innocent disease, if you do not go to it, it will
not come to you. Brikiti .
6. How do you prepare education element along with entertainment?
ANS : First , you should have knowledge about the thing you want to write. And then,
you think what you should do with the knowledge in relation to your aim. I first
identify the facts and then I prepared it in entertaining way rather than disseminating it
simply. I first identify the ways HIV transmits and those it does not. I then try to
prepare it in an entertaining way.
7. At what time do you disseminate the messages against HIV? Why?
ANS : Most of the time, in the morning about 7:00AM and in the evening about
8:30PM. People who miss the message in the morning can listen the message in the
even~ng . For example, in rural area , most of the time people listen radio in the
evenmg .
8. Do you receive audience compliance about the time?
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ANS : There is no complaining becau se this time is the right time for most people.
They choose this time becau se during the noon it is not convenient for them to listen
since they do not have time .
9. How many times do you broadcast one message against HIV/AIDS? Why?
ANS: One message is repeated twice in one day. But, spots are everyday after the
news . This is done in order to remind and make the peopl e more cautious about
HIV/AIDS .
10. Do you think repeating the messages in the radio can help the audience to grasp
the messages?
ANS: Comparing with other programmes, repeating one message twice on the same
day is enough. It would be also good if it could be given additional time too. However,
since the other sickness also kill peopl e we cannot neglect them and concentrate only
on HIV/IADS . Hence, we should fight other diseases too equally as HIV/AIDS.
11. How do you produce the messages against HIV/AIDS for this radio? Why?
ANS : In producing the message, first I think about the idea and then I think what I can
do with that idea . At this point , it is also important to mention that the way our society
is trying to control their children . That is, they tell them that they should not go out.
However , we canno t bring behaviour change by doing strict control on children rather
than we should teach them the reality.
12. Do you have scriptwriter(s)? If yes, how many?
ANS: Yes, we have two who are assigned to write for HIV /AIDS and other health
issues. I also write sometime especially for HIV. Some people from the target
audience also send to us some scripts . In most instances the educational desk produce
the script we read it.
13. Do you have co-partners such as scriptwriters, directors with whom you work to
design the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS: Yes we have. These are Ministry of Health that supports us by providing
information. We also interview doctors. There is also an association of the people with
HIV/AIDS called Bidho which sometimes help us by providing some information.
14. Do the messages that you prepare/ use also broadcast through other medium
such as TV, newspaper, movies or others channels?
ANS : It does not transmit through TV or newspapers because they are different media.
For example, TV includes picture, radio for listeners and newspaper for someone who
can read .
15. Do you have partnerships/link with other organizations in preparing messages
about HIV/AIDS like HAMSET?
ANS: We do not have an organization , which helps us to disseminate the messag e. We
have HAME ST organization , which have an agreement with the ministry. This
organization finances the messages, which we put on air. Except in this case, it does
not help us in providing scripts.
16. Who are your target audience?
ANS: The main victim of HIV/ AIDS is youth. Thus , these are our main target
audience. Furthermore, we also target family/ parents because they can advise and
control their children! youth. Here, it would be difficult to change 60-year-old man but
it is easy to change the youth since they are in the age in which they can change .
Hence we hammer them to change their behaviour .
17. Do the target audience participate in producing HIV/AIDS messages you
broadcast?
ANS : We have some people from the target audience who sent script to the radio
station. For example, we have a radio drama, which broadcast for six times in this
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radio station, which was written by one person from target audience. There also other
peoples who send script for Sunday. There are also other people who send questions
about HIVI lADS. Some of these writers are doctors.
18. Are there any strategies you have devise to ensure maximum audience
participation in fighting HIV/AIDS through this radio?
ANS : Yes, we have. In any programme, we tell them that the programme is from
them and for them. This is specifically done for the programmes where target audience
can participate
19. How do you assess the effectiveness of the messages you disseminate against
HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We evaluate through letters, which come from the target audiences, telephone .
Especially, audience likes drama so they write their a comment about the ending. That
is, how we should have end the drama.
20. Do you think that these messages help the audience to change their habit/ways of
life?
ANS : Any information/education is helpful. Hence, I can say it is helping them . Here,
the messages which broadcast might be elementary for some target audience, however
it is helping them. The problem is to know whether they are doing practically what
they know.
21 . Do you do research before you prepare the messages?
ANS : Yes , I do . To increase my knowledge about HIV, I go to the Ministry of Health
and ask them. For example, one day, I went to the ministry of health.
22. What is the purpose of doing this research?
ANS: I did the research to be safe from saying something, which could be offending to
target people especially to the people who are HIVIAIDS affected and infected.
23. Do you do audience impact analysis after you disseminate certain messages
against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We did not do audience impact analysis because there is no person who
assigned to do it. For example, even if I think to do impact analysis, I cannot do it
because I do not have time .
24. How do you understand by entertainment-education?
ANS : This can be described in relation of human behaviour. That is, one day I
participated in one workshop and the teacher asked us whether people like
entertainment or education/facts . Most of the participant chose entertainment. It is
easier to watch drama than to read book. In this condition, it is good to prepare the
drama in an entertaining and educational.
25. What are the major problems you are encountering in preparing the
entertainment-education message against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We have the problem of time and capacity. There are very few people. There are
no skilled people who have the skill how to read radio drama outside the members of
the radio station. Those who works in the ministry do it in addition of our work so we
have a problem of time to adjust with all our work. On the top of this , although we do
it with all other loads, there is no incentive. The radio station pay for people who come
from the target audience to read the drama but they did not pay for us . We are also few
in numbers. We did not have enough people who can write and act the dramas.
26. Do you use messages produced in other countries?
ANS : Until now, we did not use any.
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Interview with Paulo Ghebremariam
1. Do you have HIV/AIDS programmes?
ANS : Yes, We have two days per week health programmes, which are Monday and
Wednesday. HIV programme is always on Monday.
2. In what forms do you disseminate the messages about HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We use drama, commentary (scripted text), interview, and radio spot after the
news , talk show. We sometimes make discussion with HIV positive people, religious
people, and doctors.
3. Do you have any song (s) targeted against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : Yes, we have but the radio station programmers know more about this so you
can ask them
4. Who are the actors in the drama? (People from the radio station or community?)
ANS : the actors are about opportunistic and selfish people who come to take money
and then regret. Most of the time they are from the radio station: the newsreader,
writer, announcer and others. Sometimes, we also use people from the target
community.
5. At what time do you disseminate the messages against HIV? Why?
ANS : well, we put on air the messages two times per day on Monday. It is in the
morning and evening . These times are morning about 7.00AM and evening about
8:00pm. But if it is not convenient in the evening , it disseminate in the noon about
1:00PM. We think during this time most people can have time to listen the radio in
their home. They are also free from work.
6. How many times do you broadcast one message against HIV/AIDS? Why? do you
do this?
ANS: The messages are repeated two times per day on Monday. This is done because
those people who do not listen it in the morning can lesson it in the evening. Outside
this time, we do not repeat on any other days because we have enough new materials,
it is not necessary to repeat it. However, there are radio spots, which presents after the
news every day. This is done in order to remained and makes the people more aware
about the seriousness of HIVIAIDS .
7. How do you produce the messages against HIV/AIDS for this radio?
ANS : We read and consulted different packages, documents that are written about
HIV/AIDS . We also ask, interviews doctors in ministry health . There is also one
organization in Ministry of Health, which is established to control the spread of
HIV/AIDS, and we consult them. We also do a research on our own ways . We also go
to workshops to collect information. Our main concern is to prepare the script in a way
that the people can understand it. We also consult IEe in the Ministry of Health.
8. Do you have scriptwriter(s)? *If yes, how many?
ANS : Yes, in this radio station there are special unit, which called Educational Desk.
This desk has two scriptwriters who prepare messages related to health . In fact, we
write all the scripts, which are about HIV/AIDS as well as other health issues .
9. Do you have co-partners such as scriptwriters, directors with whom you work to
design the messages against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : We do not have co-partners who provide us scripts or acts as directors . But,
Ministry of Health department of HIVIAIDS control, HAMSET project, helps the
Ministry of Information by providing money for every message we disseminate in the
air against HIVIAIDS . Some of our listeners also send some scripts to us and based on
its relevance, we edit it and disseminate it.
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10. Do the messages that you prepare/ use also disseminates through other medium
such as TV, newspaper, movies or others channels?
ANS: TV programmes and newspaper desks have their own programmes about
HIV/AIDS as the result they have their own people who prepare the scripts and others.
Moreover, we have never thought about this idea. It cannot also be one and the same.
So, we do not disseminate it through other medias .
I 1. Do you have partnerships/link with other organizations like HAMSET
concerning HIV/AIDS? How?
ANS : There is a department in the Ministry of Health, which have an agreement with
Ministry of Information to cover all the expenses of the programmes, which are
disseminated on the air. When we ask them for information about HIV/AIDS or other
related issue, they give us the information. Otherwise, they do not give us any script
themselves. Further, I would like to inform you that there is another department in the
Ministry of Health called lEe, which follows the programmes about HIV/AIDS .
12. How do you design the messages about HIV?
ANS : We looks in books. We try to follow the principles , which say soothing how to
make people understand the messages as well as the issues .
13. Do you use any theoretical framework for designing the scripts /messages or you
prepare them simply?
ANS: we do not follow any theoretical frame works.
14. Who are your target audience?
ANS : Our main target audience are youth between the ages of 15-40. They are the
main victims of HIV/AIDS . We also target all the organization such as Eritrean youth
and student association and institutions such as family, which have great influence on
the youth.
15. Is the target audience participating in production of HIV/AIDS messages? * If
yes, how?
ANS : We do not have as such strong participations from the target audience. But some
of them send scripts, letters for the programmes. For example, we disseminate one
radio drama that was written by our target audience.
16. How do you assess the effectiveness of the messages you disseminate against
HIV/AIDS?
ANS : Through telephone, letters. we did not do any assessment to know the
effectiveness of the messages. Moreover, the information about the programmes goes
to the radio station broadcasting section. We are the one who works behind the curtain
to feed the radio station. Our work is to produce the material only.
It is through telephone, Letter, and recently audience research. Recently, the ministry
did audience research about the overall of the radio stations. There they describes that
the programmes is fine.
17. Do you think these messages help audience to change their habit/ways of life?
ANS: It helps the people to know about HIY. In our country if awareness about
HIV/AIDS is to exist it is only through the radio , which could count 80%
18. Do you do research before you prepare the messages?
ANS : We do a research in books. We read the books, which are written about HIY.
We also ask doctors and the voluntary consoling test. We do interview with them and
we use this for reference.
19. Do you do audience impact analysis after you disseminate certain messages
against HIV/AIDS?
ANS : No, we did not do it.
20. How can you describe entertainment-education in this radio stations?
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ANS : I worked as teacher for a long time before I come to the desk. We have never
seen entertainment and education as you are saying. But, we often take care that the
message should not be offensive to the target audience. However, it seems for me that
something which teach through entertaining. But I do not have clear understanding
about this.
21. What major problems do you encounter in preparing the messages against
HIV/AIDS?
ANS: Lack of experienced people. We have problem that we are few in number. There
is no participation from the HIVIAIDS infected and affected people because of the
stigma. Even though people are dying because of this disease, no body speaks that
they died because of HIV/AIDS . The infected people also do not come and say that
they are HIV infected. Moreover, they do not speak even in the radio although we
invite then to do so . They also ask a lot of many if they are to speak .
22. Do you use messages produced in other countries?
ANS : No, we did not. In this country, we have one big problem. We did not get people
who are HIVIAIDS positives. Therefore, we use examples, which happen in other
country such us Uganda. But if people are to believe you , you should bring people,
which look like you .
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